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Keeping the promise made after the release 
of the first issue of global rights magazine 
that was dedicated solely to interviews with 
writers and entitled “the floor is yours...“, we 
now present these new conversations with 
the authors of novels and short stories. and 
as we do so, we cannot resist promising once 
again future monograp issues that may well 
explore other literary genres, poetry, journal-
ism, biography ...

in this second instalment, 9 authors talk 
about their anxiety, the creative processes in 
the context in which they live, whatthey hope 
to achieve and their cultural influences. we 
could be tempted to take 9 as a magic or a 
special number, but beyond the esoteric, we 
simply left the microphone open again so that 
we could listen to the voices of people who 
write and work creatively and everyday invent 
literature.

if we were to emphasize something that 
brings together all the voices that resonate 
throughout this issue, although they do it in 
different ways and in different languages, we 
would perhaps emphasize passion. it is a pas-
sion to continue to write, to tell, to narrate and 
to communicate stories in the midst of an era 
where the immediate and the synthetic pre-

vails, tending to blur the important nuances 
and details that mark our daily lives and per-
ceptions, this multiple vision that could allows 
us to understand and explore this enormous 
and varied set of people who are not “us”. 
that’s why we’ll continue to propose this kind 
of exploration, this kind of journey similar to 
that of alice through the mirror, that extraordi-
nary novel of the 19th century, written by lew-
is carroll, which shows us everything upside 
down or from different perspectives.

writing may seem like an unprofitable profes-
sion in these difficult and urgent times, but we 
discover, interview after interview, translation 
after translation, that writing knows no bor-
ders, does not confine itself to any language, 
any market or any individual interest, which 
is truly what the people who speak in this is-
sue say and want they want to say, exposing 
themselves and laying claim to both a vital 
and intense desire to communicate what they 
feel, what moves them, and what our own eyes 
often fail to grasp at first glance. this alone is 
worth the effort we make.

in this age we find ourselves living, full of con-
flicts, wars, prejudices and crises of all kinds 
(nothing really different from any previous 
era) to know how to listen, to take an interest 

in exploring other realities, to understand and 
accept those who live within the landscape 
of other languages, who practice different 
beliefs or have other customs, has become a 
value in itself, a simple human value we need 
to reclaim.

that is why we continue, and will continue, to 
question with curiosity the people who write 
and tell stories and share feelings. we don’t 
have a preconceived roadmap: we are inter-
ested in languages, people, their cultures, and 
the many different contexts they inhabit, with 
a view to linking those who create with their 
real or potential readers to share interests 
and concerns out beyond any geographical, 
language, cultural or political  distance.

we have already said there are 9 interviews, 
but surely some diligent reader will realize 
that there are actually 10. the reason for this 
is that there is one interview that we could say 
is really two, by the same author (and in this 
sense, we did interview 9 writers).

it seemed important to us why the 9 actually 
looked like  10. in the conversation that opens 
the magazine, the Kuwaiti writer Bothayna al-
essa speaks only about censorship. an omi-
nous and threatening term that endures and 

continues to be pervasive and we want to leave 
this too-real ghost that has haunted literature 
from the beginning of times well underlined in 
red (the favorite color of the censors).

the statements of principle put forward by Bo-
thayna al-essa are a gift of frankness and in-
tegrity in the midst of a daily difficult reality, 
an ”i accuse” against blatant, structured and 
official censorship. But this issue appears to 
us as more complex. that is why we want to 
leave it open to discussion. there have always 
been different ways of limiting, censoring and 
conditioning both the content and the form 
of literature, depending on the cultural and 
historical traditions and the contexts in each 
place it is produced.

this ‘nuance’ of censorship has much to do 
with the economics or the means of distribu-
tion, with what is politically correct or consid-
ered acceptable, with the editorial positions 
dominated by big companies (which in turn 
are a part of larger global powers or entities), 
the truths that are “assumed” to be accepted 
often resulting in a complex and painful di-
lemma that conditions the option that writers 
are eventually forced to choose or adapt to.

if you read carefully you will see that in some 
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of the interviews this also seems to be a re-
current issue in certain regional contexts. we 
would wish to leave this wide open to be ex-
plored because we believe that mutual and 
active solidarity between narrators and read-
ers in defense of freedom of speech is not 
only legitimate. it is indispensable. 

the 9 ‘testimonies’ we offer on this occasion 
include two authors from the diverse and 
rich arabic literature, the already quoted Ku-
waitian, Bothayna al-essa and Palestinian so-
nia nimr; the uruguayan writer and journalist 
fernando Butazzoni (national literature lau-
reate); Joseph o’connor, perhaps the most 
well-known of the vital contemporary irish lit-
erature; the interesting italian writers enrico 
Palandri and gianfranco Bettin; two Kurdish 
authors, dilawer zeraq and muharrem erbey, 
criminalized for defending their identity and 

their language in today’s turkey; and a very 
special writer because he has decided, based 
on his life as a guerrilla of the farc-eP (revo-
lutionary armed forces of colombia - People’s 
army), to make literature from within a civil 
war that seems now, after the Peace agree-
ment signed between the farc and the colom-
bian government really and finally destined to 
come to an end. 

nine different voices responding on this oc-
casion in spanish, english, Kurdish, turkish, 
arabic and italian. let’s hope that their words 
offer thoughts and ideas that help us to shape 
and create our own opinions: opinions that, 
to be real, need more than the 142 characters 
that twitter allows us. 

Petra Prost, artist and illustrator/author, has 
given us the wonderful “paper boat” on the 
cover, “the kiss” that, like “books houses”, ap-
pears inside. the theme of the cover illustra-
tion is dedicated to the right to citizenship 
and asylum as stated in the universal declara-
tion of human rights of 1948 and is part of an 
exhibition at the resistance museum in turin 
(italy). 

the illustration ”the journey“ featured in the 
middle pages was published in “mein großes 
liederbuch” published by arsedition, which we 
thank for allowing us to reproduce it. 

interviews in this issue were possible thanks 
to a spider’s web woven by sawad hussain, 
marcia lynx qualey, José miguel arrugaeta and 
orsola casagrande. sawad hussain and mar-
cia lynx qualey also translated from arabic to 

english, Berna ozgencil from turkish / Kurdish 
to english, José miguel arrugaeta and orsola 
casagrande from/to english-spanish-english 
and english-italian-english. 

irish poet seamas carraher edited the english 
version of the magazine.

the layout is by maider varela artesoro. 

Photos have been donated by authors to the 
global rights archive and enrico Palandri’s 
photo is by giorgia fiorio.
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I was recently at the 2016 Sharjah 
Book Fair and found that, as in other 
years, there might be books banned 
in stores in UAE, but they’re available 
in the fair—and similarly elsewhere. 
There seems to be an unspoken 
agreement that Arab book fairs are a 
“free” space. Why not in Kuwait? 
that’s right, many book fairs in the 
gulf are now considered free zones, or 
nearly free at least. this gives organiz-
ers a chance to narrow the margins of 
censorship, to improve the relation-
ship between books and readers, to 

revive the literary scene and the intel-
lectual and scientific culture to what-
ever extent possible. recently, we’ve 
seen nearby fairs growing up with a 
number of participating publishers 
and titles, in sharjah and abu dhabi 
(the emirates), muscat (oman), riyadh 
and Jeddah (saudi arabia), but the sit-
uation is different for Kuwait.

Kuwait has the highest margin of po-
litical freedom, and the irony is that 
this has led to a decline in freedom 
of expression. democracy can turn 

BOTHAYNA AL-ESSA /// KUWAIT

leading Kuwaiti writer on pushing 
back against a season of censorship

kuwait has bEEN aN outliEr amoNg arab book fairs, which arE gENErally 

frEE or frEEr spacEs. 

dEspitE thE couNtry’s vibraNt aNd outspokEN litErary commuNity, siNcE 

1998, cENsorship has ballooNEd. 

a short piEcE iN thE guardiaN “it’s likE thEy wErE sElliNg hEroiN to 

schoolkids’: cENsorship hits booksEllErs at kuwait book fair,” givEs aN 

ovErviEw. 

bothayNa al-Essa, although a bEst-sElliNg author, is oNly availablE iN 

ENglish traNslatioN iN  thE magaziNE baNipal’s “kuwait” issuE. 

thE author is also a fiEry twEEtEr aNd activist, aNd caN bE followEd at  

@bothayNa_alEssa. /// Text: Marcia Lynx Qualey
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any questioning, withdrawal of con-
fidence, or accountability. the ban 
came in parallel with other “security” 
laws such as the laws monitoring the 
internet, genetic fingerprinting, and 
others.
What books are banned in the fair? 
Why your book?
it’s hard to answer this question clear-
ly, because of the ministry of informa-
tion’s secrecy around banned books 
and the reasons for banning them. 
one study about Kuwaiti book ban-
nings was conducted in 2010, and it re-
ported that in 25 percent of the cases, 
novels were banned; 11 percent po-
etry; 10 percent for academic studies 
and research; 6 percent to criticism, 
memoirs, and biographies; 5 percent 
heritage and history; 5 percent politi-
cal. twenty-nine percent of banned 
books aren’t identified, but since the 

founding of my bookshop and my work 
in the books sector, i can assure you 
that these works were literary and in-
tellectual.

in the past six months, nearly 500 
books have been submitted to the 
ministry of information. within three 
months, the committee met once and 
considered eleven books, with one be-
ing allowed. that tells us the extent to 
which this has become a ridiculous 
situation in Kuwait, where basics like 
permitting a book are the exception.
why ban books? there are several rea-
sons mentioned in article 21 of the 
Publications act of 2006. the most 
important are the “maintenance of 
public order,” the “protection of sanc-
tities” (god and the emir) and the 
“preservation of public morals.” there 
are others who can decide reasons to 

on her family, as the ability of mili-
tant, fanatical ideas to create politi-
cal weight cannot be denied. it began 
in 1998, when minister of information 
saud nasser was questioned about 
four books (by nasr hamid abu zeid, 
ghassan Kanafani, nawal el saadawi, 
and adonis.) this led to the resigna-
tion of the government and a vote of 
no-confidence.

since then, the cultural arena has be-
come an ideal place to make political 
gains and settle political scores.

Kuwait’s Publications law, issued in 
2006, allows the deputy minister of 
information wide latitude to question 
books, but this censorship process 
doesn’t entail any accountability. to 
contest a banned book one has to go 
through a painful and almost eternal 

grievance process, which the ministry 
of information never takes seriously 
not to mention judges or juries. in the 
past years, the ministry of information 
has committed a “literary massacre” 
against books published in Kuwait, 
and has banned many of the most im-
portant names on the literary scene, 
including saud alsanousi, abdullah al-
Busais, laila al-othman, mays al-oth-
man, abdulwahab al-hammadi, dala 
mufti, sarah mikemi, arwa qaqayan, 
and many others.

at first, we believed that parliament’s 
hawkish bloc of deputies were to 
blame for the prevention of all these 
books. But it’s unfair to blame them 
alone, as there is also the council, 
which is called the “one-vote coun-
cil,” which makes rulings that keep 
the minister of information safe from 

in the past years, the ministry of 
information has commited a “literary 
massacre” againts books published in 
kuwait, and has banned many of the most 
important names on the literary scene

“
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ban books in addition to the ministry 
of information, such as the ministry of 
awqaf and islamic affairs (for religious 
books), and the emir’s council (for po-
litical books).

But the problem is not in the presence 
of books that fail to preserve public 
morals or criticize the sanctities. the 
problem is the broad interpretive pow-
ers of the censoring bodies. a book 
that addresses Babylonian mythol-

ogy, for example, is prohibited. a Brief 
history of time by stephen hawking is 
forbidden.

this is not to mention writers like nasr 
hamed abu zeid and mohamed ark-
oun, most of the books about the re-
newal of religious discourse are sup-
pressed, and at the same time their 
are fatwas passed legalizing harm 
to these authors and their expulsion 
from the religion.

readers can’t buy my novel from 
bookstores in kuwait; it’s sold under the 
table and exposes the the seller to danger, 
as though he were selling hash and heroin 
to schoolkids

“

as to the ban on my novel, wandering 
maps, it violated the “preservation of 
public morals” because of a scene that 
depicts child molestation. But other 
books were banned for more absurd 
reasons, such as the novel the taste of 
the wolf by abdulallah al-Busais, which 
was prevented because of words like 
“thighs” and “pee” and words that you 
can find in classical islamic works. not 
to mention the ban on the comic novel 
mama hissa’s mice, by saud alsanousi, 
which was accused of violating public 
order because of his predicitng a sec-
tarian war between sunni and shi’a in 
the near future. the recent novel by 
abdulwahab al-hammadi, which was 
banned, from the standpoint of the 
government undermines the opposi-
tion!

Why is it important to have free ac-
cess to books at the fair? Can read-
ers buy your book in Kuwaiti shops?
why is it important to have access to 
books? Because the arab world is liv-
ing in extreme times, and we are ei-
ther amidst civil wars or factions or 
at the verge. Kuwait is not far from 

what’s happening in yemen or iraq, 
and it hasn’t been long since the re-
cent bombing of a shiite shrine in Ku-
wait. we need books to refuge extre-
meism and create dialogue, and we 
need to disagree without risking our 
futures and the future of our children. 
we need books because we need to 
see the world with our own eyes and 
not the eyes of the censor, because 
we must step away from being be-
neath the wing of the “guardian” and 
seek for ourselves.

readers can’t buy my novel from 
bookstores in Kuwait; it’s sold un-
der the table and exposes the seller 
to danger, as though he were selling 
hash and heroin to schoolkids.

What can writers do to change this 
situation of censorship?
the writer cannot be subject to the 
censor’s logic. what they want is to 
toss out the essential meaning of lit-
erature, which is to needle and cre-
ate concern, and to put questions to 
the silence. real literary work reveals 
a new aspect of existence, as milan 
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Kundera says, and this can only be 
achieved by making incursions into 
“the untold story”: politically, reli-
giously, and socially. the role of art is 
to break taboos, and to submit to the 
censor’s logic means the domestica-
tion of art and giving up our role.

on a personal level, i find that the best 
novels are published in lebanon and 
prevented in Kuwait, and i would not 
remove the paragraphs and lines that 
caused the prevention of my book. i’d 
prefer to be a source of embarrass-
ment to the ministry of information 
than be subject to a censor’s scalpel.

You recently gave a speech in parlia-
ment about the banning of books. 
Can parliament change the situation 
of books? Who can change it?
that’s right. i delivered a speech in 
parliament that was a call for the 
council and the government to settle 
their political accounts outside the 
cultural arena. we need a political 
bloc defending our freedoms. until 
now, liberal and secular groups have 
been unable to organize and present 
a clear narrative. the solution is to 

amend the Publications law of 2006, 
and this can only happen through the 
parliament, and the parliament, as we 
already know, has been kidnapped by 
the religious.

hope now lies in the efforts of sout al 
Kuwait (voice of Kuwait), a civil society 
currently lobbying with the ministry 
of information with hopes in working 
with them to improve the efficiency of 
their current book approval system. 
they have submitted a report includ-
ing research and a list of 10 sugges-
tions that would revamp and reform 
the current system.

There are some very strong estab-
lished novelists in Kuwait ... Will cen-
sorship hurt young, new writers?
yes, the bans hurt – they hurt the writ-
er and the publisher and the bookshop 
owner and also the reader. for the 
writer, this causes both physical and 
moral harm. But no matter how they 
increase censorship in size or feroc-
ity, i don’t think that even one of us 
will stop writing. you cannot be a writ-
er and not write. let the writing, here, 
stand as a form of resistance.

we need a political bloc defending our 
freedoms. until now, liberal and secular 
groups have been unable to organize 
and present a clear narrative

“
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“ being different and feeling 
your “diversity” enable you to 
easily adopt other diversities

“
When did you start writing?
i started writing in Kurdish in 1995.

Did you ever think you could actually be 
only a writer?
let’s say this idea has always been part of 
my life. But since Kurdish literature is not 
very widespread nor it is in high demand 
within our society, i always had to do an-
other job in order to sustain myself and get 
a living. 

What are your influences, not just liter-
ary, but musical, cinematographic, cul-
tural in general...
first of all, i can say that i was deeply influ-
enced by the fabulous meaning variation 
and deepness of the Kurdish language, my 
mother tongue. of course, Kurdish language 
itself is the main influence and a key com-
ponent of indeed why i write. in addition, 
the diversity of Kurdish music influenced 
me as much as language itself especially 
because of its ability to transform sounds 
into words. on the other hand, the differ-
ence between the Kurdish culture and the 
other cultures in our lands, such as turkish 

and arab cultures, made me focus more on 
this difference and work on its roots. this is 
also the reason why i published a Kurdish-
turkish dictionary of idioms, which con-
sists of 18 thousand idioms, the result of  a 
compilation work of some 20 years.

Can you tell us about your first book? How 
did you think of it? why did you chose this 
theme?
my first book is a short stories collection 
called Kakil (essence) which i wrote during 
the difficult period between 1998 and 2001, 
and was published in 2002. 

the book is made up of 9 stories centred 
on women and children. it deals with the 
ups and downs in the feelings and thoughts 
of people who were forced to move to the 
cities because they were been evacuated 
from their villages by the army, it tells of 
their problems, inhumane treatment and 
inner conflicts these people faced. they  
had to live in horrible conditions with eco-
nomic problems in environments they did 
not know or were familiar with. what made 
me write this book was a need to tell these 

DILAWEr ZErAQ WAS BOrN IN AMED (DIYArBAKIr) IN 1965. AFTEr grADUATINg 

FrOM DICLE UNIvErSITY MATHEMATICS TEACHINg DEpArTMENT, HE WOrKED AS A 

MATHEMATICS TEACHEr FOr NEArLY 30 YEArS. SINCE 1995 HE HAS BEEN WOrKINg 

ON KUrDISH LANgUAgE, CULTUrE AND LITErATUrE. HIS WOrKS MAINLY FOCUS ON 

KUrDISH LANgUAgE AND LITErATUrE AND TrANSLATION FrOM TUrKISH TO KUrD-

ISH. HE HAS pUBLISHED 3 SHOrT STOrY BOOKS, 3 NOvELS, 3 DICTIONArIES, SOCIO-

LOgICAL AND THEOrETIC LITErATUrE ANALYSIS AND TrANSLATION WOrKS 

/// Text: J.m. arrugaeta - o. casagrande 

DILAWEr ZErAQ /// KUrDISTAN
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to terms with death, they now experi-
ence a different type of pain. refusing 
to mourn and to accept death makes the 
pain grows bigger at the same speed the 
hope that the disappeared “could return 
one day, could be found at some stage” 
grows smaller. still, the heart and soul of 
these women were stronger than pain. 
women dealt with the cause of the pain 
instead of carrying it inside themselves.

furthermore, the saturday’s mothers 
opened a new public space for the self-
expression of Kurdish women, and a 

separate struggle for their own exis-
tence was fought within this space. 

The second novel of the trilogy, Mirina 
Bêsî (Shadowless Death), deals with the 
real life of Vedat Aydın, a Kurdish poli-
tician who was forcibly disappeared in 
the ‘90s. His body was found.  
Vedat Aydın is indeed the shadow of the 
”anti-hero”. in a way he is the contrary of 
the “shadowless death” i had mentioned 
before. the bodies of many of the dis-
appeared people have yet to be found, 
while Vedat Aydın’s body was found, and 

i didn’t write my trilogy with the idea 
of exposing a terrible reality, but 
rather with the idea and effort of 
making that reality a truth

“

events and the challenges and prob-
lems faced especially by women be-
cause of being women.

You then wrote a trilogy dedicated to 
forced disappearances, people dis-
appeared by paramilitaries and State 
bodies. What made you decide to fic-
tionalise such a terrible reality?
the trilogy on the disappeared is com-
posed by the novels: Şevên winda 
wêneyên meçhûl (lost nights, unknown 
images), mirina Bêsî (shadowless 
death), nexşên li giyan (embroider-
ies on soul). i didn’t write them with 
the idea of exposing a terrible reality, 
but rather with the idea of making that 
reality become a truth. first of all, the 
very concept of “disappearance” is 
itself a source of pain which goes be-
yond the acute pain of having a close 
person ending up “missing”. it is a pain 
felt for the disappeared who would not 
know about this nor would they feel 
such a pain. the disappeared person 
doesn’t leaves behind an “ordinary” 
death. this is an unacceptable death. 
it’s what i call a “shadowless” death. i 
used the term “shadowless” because 
there is no cause of death and no one 
claims responsibility for this death. 
the killers are unknown or do not want 
to be known. those who are alive are 
left coping with such a death and have 
no chance to “mourn” or come to term 
with this death, and therefore cannot 

get over it.

the pain brought along with the dis-
appearance is one that builds up in 
a “shadowless” place which has no 
place. in other words and in one sense, 
this is a pain containing a violence 
which is not reciprocated because it 
also contain the hope that the disap-
peared “could return or be found” at 
some stage. as this hope develops into 
a loss of hope day after day, the pain 
becomes part of the body and heart in 
which it finally settles. at that point, the 
term “disappeared” arises and stands 
up as a reality that “cannot be disap-
peared” anymore.

In the first book you speak of the Sat-
urday’s Mothers, in the second we 
found ourselves in the ‘90s, indeed 
at the time of Vedat Aydın’s disap-
pearance. Can you talk more in depth 
about these books?
as a civil society movement reclaiming 
rights, the saturday’s mothers - wives, 
mothers, sisters and daughters of the 
disappeared - are the people who suf-
fer most the kind of pain i was talking 
about earlier. they are not just relatives 
of the missing people, they are at the 
same time those who experience this  
pain for the absence in their hearts, 
souls and lives. these people are stron-
ger than pain. Because they rejected 
the process of mourning and coming 
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language is a discourse related to which 
language we are talking about. for sure, 
the way of learning one’s mother tongue 
is almost the same for any language but 
the language learned by someone from 
his/her mother during childhood should 
be supported with systematic educa-
tion in mother tongue, and it should 
be passed on to the next generation. 
media, art and literature could provide 
various support in this regard but all the 
languages that are not supported by the 
state or in the education systematically 
lose strenght till they become a bag of 
bones. all the other solutions and mea-
sures will remain as temporary solu-
tions.

Did you suffer censorship for your 
work?
i have personally experienced no cen-
sorship in my writings and in the publi-
cation of my books so far.

How are your novels and stories dis-
tributed in Turkey? Are there transla-
tions of them?
my novels and story books are published 
by publishing houses that work in Kurd-
ish, and they are distributed with re-
stricted means. none of my books have 
been translated and published in other 
languages.

How is the “literary” reality in Kurdish 
organized? Meaning, Kurdish publish-
ers, cultural magazines, classes of cre-
ative writings, cultural programmes 

etc..
apart from publications by publishing 
houses, the “literary” reality in the Kurd-
ish language amounts to signing read-
ings and panels, although limited. most 
importantly, Kurdish authors and their 
works find the opportunity to meet with 
their readers at the book fairs, story days 
and Kurdish language days organized 
in recent years. apart from that, some 
television channels run programmes on 
language and literature in which they 
introduce writers and their works to the 
audience.

The Democratic Autonomy gives the 
development of language and culture 
a special place. Culture, different cul-
tures, is what makes a country reach. 
Yet Turkey is constantly repressing and 
denying cultural differences. What is 
the establishment so afraid of?
as a matter of fact, it is not a very easy 
thing to be aware that diversity actually 
enriches one who must therefore real-
ize first of all that she/he is “different”. 
Before everything else, realizing your 
difference is an education and a cultural 
process.
if a culture and life argues that every ex-
isting thing resembles itself, and that all 
languages derived from it - like the sun 
language theory created for the turkish 
language - and if it dares to boast about 
this without ever questioning its truth, 
it would be just ridicolous to expect this 
culture  and such a system to be “demo-
cratic”.

buried. he was mourned and the process 
of accepting his death could go through. 
so in this second novel, the main theme 
is a journey from the struggle for democ-
racy and freedom before the 12 septem-
ber 1980 military coup to the 1990s. 
the second novel also deals with the 
process of awareness arousing in the 
Kurdish society after the 12 september 
coup until the late 1990s.

In the third novel - Nexşên Li giyan 
(Embroideries on Soul) you address 
the sociopolitical change and transfor-
mation process up to the 2000 through 
four main characters, two boys and 
two girls who shared their childhood. 

in this novel too, as in the other previ-
ous ones, i established a relation with 
the saturday’s mothers and women 
and i told about the process of renewal, 
struggle and rights conquest they went 
through. in this third book, i tried to tell 
about women active in the struggle from 
the point of view of their lives, relations 
and methods of struggle. i tried to nar-
rate the change, transformation and 
progress of Kurdish women not through 
“losses” but “victories”.

You write in Kurdish, a forbidden lan-
guage… What does it mean to you writ-
ing in Kurdish?
the meaning of writing in Kurdish is re-
lated to the sense of belonging to a lan-
guage and culture. Belonging to a lan-
guage, feeling a language and culture, 
feeling and seeing that the language and 
culture you belong to make you different 
from other people; this is what it means. 
in other words, being different and bear-
ing, realizing and feeling the distinctive 
cultural characteristics you have, actu-
ally allows you to easily accept another 
diversity and to show positive approach-
es towards those diversities. for this 
reason, writing in Kurdish has actually 
placed me into a more democratic field, 
more progressive and stronger. in this 
sense, i have seen that the diversity of 
people is a richness. of course, writing 
in a language that was banned and re-
stricted for years but still found itself a 
sphere of life and freedom, has enriched 
and deepened this idea further.

How do you think older generations 
can pass through to younger genera-
tions the importance of learning and 
keeping the language alive?
in today’s world, what is called learning a 

writing in kurdish has actually placed 
me into a democratic field, more 
progressive and stronger
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the situation in turkey is basically this: 
the number of people “aware of their 
differences” is quite low in turkey, 
which is why it is not really possible to 
speak about difference as a richness 
and less to expect that people experi-
ence this richness.

especially from 1923 to early 2000s, 
people were systematically indoctri-
nated with the official ideology of the 
state by which everyone was the same. 
when artificial theories such as the sun 
language theory were added to this, 
the idea that “everything and everyone 
is the same” took root and became es-
tablished in turkey. 

hence, the answer to the why turkey 
fears diversity so much must be sought 
here, i.e. in the question “is it a nega-
tive or a positive thing to be different in 
turkey?”. the answer to this question 
is before everybody’s eyes, just look 
at the policy and actions of the turkish 
state. 

going back to your writing, how is 
your creation process: how do you 
write? At home, outside, with music...
the process of creation is sometimes 
quite enjoyable, and sometimes very 
difficult and painful. this is actually 
related to what i am writing. i write all 
my works at home. while writing my 
novels and stories i feel the need to 
close myself to all the outside voices 
and sounds and i just listen to my inner 
voice. when i deal with a dictionary or 
translation work, it happens to be only 
classical western music that accompa-
nies me.

And in terms of a story? Does a char-
acter come first? Or is it the plot to 
come first?
the plot and the characters cannot be 
considered separate for me. in every 
story and novel they grow and develop 
simultaneously. however, in some cir-
cumstances, the plot can influence the 
character or vice versa. 

Do you feel part of a generation of 
Kurdish writers? Do Kurdish writers 
meet? Do they have a space to meet? 
An organization, a cultural, institu-
tion, like writers’ union or writers’ or-
ganization...
in 1992, the Kurdish language gained 
some freedom after years of ban. at 
that time a magazine called rewşen 
began to be published. it  lasted till the 
early 2000s. i wrote articles for this 
magazine between 1992 and 2002, 
and i called the writers who gathered 
around this magazine “rewşen gener-
ation”. i am considering myself a writer 
of this generation. Kurdish writers get 
together at some language and literary 
events. meetings at organizations like 
book fairs and panel discussions also 
allow writers to meet and discuss their 
problems and wishes.

How would you define the Kurdish lit-
erary scene? Not just in North Kurdis-
tan but in all four parts of Kurdistan? 
as the Kurdish land is divided into four 
parts, the Kurdish language has also 
been torn apart. literature from the ar-
eas where the sorani dialect of Kurdish 
is spoken and written (south Kurdistan, 
northern iraq) has remained virtually 
unknown for a long time.

today, efforts are made to overcome 
this situation through interlinguistic 
translations between dialects. for this 
reason the current situation of Kurdish 
literature is the same as the situation of 
the Kurdish language. there is still not a 
lot of literature and works produced in 
different parts of Kurdistan. this is es-
pecially true in north Kurdistan (turkish 
Kurdistan) where the Kurdish language 
is not yet fully recognized by the nation-
al education system.

in short we can say that Kurdish litera-
ture is making very slow progress,  nev-
ertheless it is growing despite the lim-
ited resources and all the limitation in 
every part of Kurdistan. 

Any interesting writers/books you 
would suggest?
i would certainly recommend the novels 
and stories written by helîm yûsiv, sebrî 
silêvanî, Şener Özmen and eta nehayî, 
and the poems of Berken Bereh.

How would you describe the literary 
scene in Turkey? Any exchange be-
tween Turkish and Kurdish writers?
turkish literature in turkey has reached 
a very high level. i am of the opinion 
that the same progress will also apply 

to Kurdish literature when Kurdish be-
comes a language thought in schools. i 
regret to say that we do not have much 
exchange or close relation with turkish 
writers.

this, i believe,  is because writers in 
turkish literature fail to show the skill 
of “being aware of the diversity” i have 
mentioned before. they do not seek to 
establish relationship with Kurdish writ-
ers over language and literature. 

we can say that, despite the problems, 
kurdish literature is making a slow 
progress in every part of kurdistan
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at the beginning i don’t know 
which story i will tell , but i 
feel its body

““

ENrico palaNdri was borN iN vENicE iN 1956. his fathEr was a carEEr of-

ficEr aNd ENrico grEw up iN sEvEral citiEs uNtil thE uNivErsity yEars 

whEN hE movEd to loNdoN whErE hE livEd 23 yEars bEforE rEturNiNg 

to vENicE. “i should say rathEr bEforE comiNg to livE iN vENicE,” hE 

poiNts out, “as it was Not rEally my city bEforE 2003.” iN rEcENt yEars 

hE commutEs bEtwEEN loNdoN aNd vENicE rEgularly

 /// Text: Orsola Casagrande 

When and how did you start writing? 
i’ve always written something since 
childhood. in my teens i wrote songs that 
i accompanied with guitar, then i begun 
to write prose and poetry. unfortunate-
ly, i sing much less now, or rather i sing 
in my mind when i’m writing. i still love 
songs, but it does not happen anymore, 
as it did was when i was younger, that 
an evening ends singing songs. when i 
went to Bologna to study i started writ-
ing in a more structured way. since then 
i have not really stopped, i’ve always 
had projects and every time i sit at the 
table, which happens almost every day, 
i always have something to write about, 
a project to work on, and even if i do not 
write, i have something in mind, an idea, 
i imagine it, i wait for it to take shape. 

What are your literary and cultural ref-
erences?
at the beginning, when i was 14, there 
were a lot of Bob dylan and Joan Baez. as 
long as i remained an italian boy i fed on 
a lot of american literature; moving to 
london meant instead an opening up of 

things. i mean i took in in a better way 
our literature, from dante to tasso and 
ariosto and above all leopardi. But it also 
meant reading Proust, tolstoy, so many 
great authors. i have also always read 
ancient greek and latin literature. from 
virgil to homer to marcus aurelius or tac-
itus. as to music, things changed around 
the age of twenty: i first started listening 
to the italian opera, then chamber mu-
sic. i ended up trying to play some music, 
first with violin, then with piano. so while 
with the guitar i play mostly songs, on 
the piano i learned about twenty pieces 
by mozart, Beethoven, Bach. having not 
done proper studies i don’t understand 
all that i play, but this has allowed me to 
get a little closer to chamber music, to 
understand it better. i’ve always loved 
cinema, but its influence has always 
been less profound. i like hitchcock mov-
ies or, in recent years, the scandinavian 
cinematography, say of the last twenty 
years, especially andersson and ostlund. 
unfortunately though when it comes to 
films that seemed so illuminating thirty 
years ago, like tarkovskij’s, i struggle to 

ENrICO pALANDrI /// ITALY
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understand what was so interesting to 
me then. i believe that because of the 
wideness of the text, which includes 
dialogues, images, music, costumes 
and so on, a film grabs your attention 
and generates passion at once. nev-
ertheless it also ages quicker because 
the songs appear dated, clothes out of 
fashion: just what had appealed to us 
with such immediacy, quickly appears 
foreign. it would happen the same with 
novels, i guess, if we could listen to the 
songs flaubert was listening to or the 
manierism of abbot Prevost, but we do 
not see them. we read of feelings that 
remain, or seem to remain, much more 
similar, generation after generation. 

How do you choose the story to tell? 
Do characters come first? Can you 
describe your creative process
it all begins with a nucleus. for exam-
ple, nostalgia (for le vie del ritorno, 
or saying goodbye to youth for angela 
prende il volo). i think about it with-
out knowing exactly what story i will 
tell but i feel the consistency of it, its 
weight. i feel  there is something worth 
exploring. in the case of le vie del ritor-
no the book actually started with what 
is now the second chapter, in which the 
two protagonists speak on skye island 
and begin to investigate what it means 
to be foreign to each other. from there 
the other chapters were born, in a 
quite articulated way. in the end i built 
a frame. in the case of angela prende 
il volo, on the contrary, i played with 
the material without writing much for 
a few months. then one day i gave a lift 
to ophelia redpath (who made the cov-
er of feltrinelli) from cambridge to lon-
don, and she told me about her father’s 
death. i did not know her particularly 
well, but that story has somehow kick-

started the story i wanted to tell, which 
i then wrote quite quickly, in a couple 
of years - which is very little time for 
me. i think that every book writes itself 
once it has found the point from where 
it can flow to the surface. sometimes it 
takes more effort. 

the story, the plot, are important if they 
really are the way the nucleus needs to 
walk to develop itself, otherwise they 
risk being a superficial element that 
gives the feeling of a movement that 
does not really take place. sometimes 
this has happened, not in the novels i 
published but in others i had to give up. 
as you move on you push your mate-
rial, and you are pushed by it, until the 
shape it has taken can no longer  be 
touched because it has grown apart 
from you. in this sense, the plot is more 
important than anything else because 
it is the real “narrator” in the novel. 

characters in the novel are usually 
friends, whom i love for some time. 
i try to address problems from their 
point of view. some have a pretty real 
life model at the beginning. as you 
work on, however, this resemblance 
becomes less obvious, their connec-
tion is with the internal motivations 
of that character, his relationship with 
the circumstances and situations 
of the novel, and inevitably he ends 
up leaving behind the initial model. i 
would not say that there is a creative 
process that repeats itself: the only 
constant thing is work. sitting down to 
write, which i do every day for one rea-
son or another. deciding that between 
all the things that happen, the time you 
spend earning yourself a living, trying 
to be present and available in the hu-
man relationships that make you the 
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there will be great writers coming out of 
this, posterity will tell. certainly shake-
speare cannot be imagined without the 
elizabeth theatre or verdi without the 
italian opera having developed the way 
it did. 

And what about publishers policy? Are 
they just betting on “safe” titles or is 
there someone who takes ”risks”? 
i think there is here a quite interesting 
scene, with many different vocations. 

Literary and more in general cultural 
magazines have virtually disappeared. 
Why? Is it really a market problem? 
magazines are the voice of groups. 
therefore they are often to be found in 
cities, where editorial committees meet 
and discuss on how to elaborate and pro-
pose a cultural and political discourse. 
i’ve been involved in some very nice ex-
periences. today i wouldn’t know where 
to begin from. the friends i’ve made 
politics with and i have written with have 
kind of grown apart. i hear from them 
pretty regularly, or at least from some 
of them, half a dozen, but i don’t know 
if making a magazine is what we would 
like. we will see, anything can be... 

For years now Italy has not invested in 

culture (nor education). What can we 
do to reverse this trend before it’s too 
late? Or is it already too late? 
only a country with a good level of edu-
cation and serious cultural investment 
can rely on democracy. if there is no ef-
ficient education system, we find our-
selves with populist political leaders who 
can promise they won’t make us pay tax-
es or other unrealistic things, to obtain 
consensus without being accountable 
for their choices. we are governed by 
sport teams and cheap music festivals,  
people talking rubbish at every political 
debate in order to delegitimize it. 

Even in the digital world (blog, social 
network) there is not so much ferment 
in Italy, as opposed to Ireland, for in-
stance, where new writers (say from 30 
to 50 years old) are also active in the 
net as well as in a thousand initiatives, 
conferences, readings. Is culture con-
sidered something “elitist”? 
i don’t know. i’m a bit outside the age 
range you describe... it seems inevitable 
having to pay a price for Berlusconi’s 
twenty years in which society has lost 
the ethical and progressive character, 
good or bad, that it had acquired after 
the war. in the classroom, however, i al-
ways find young smart people, thirsty 

person you are, it is necessary to defend 
a time (and a lot of time!) to give life to 
imaginary characters and stories you 
do not quite know where they will end 
up but who are asking you to work. then 
every novel has its own sailing diary that 
would be complicated to explain, and 
probably not very interesting. 

How important is language in your na-
rrative? 
in the novel it is a consequence of choic-
es that are made more thoroughly. se-
manticism is controversy among differ-
ent territories, some unconscious, other 
conscious, some linked to historical and 
public events, and other very private. 
the nucleus i mentioned above is a se-
mantic nucleus. attached to this, while 
the discourse tries to develop, are the 
syntactic and lexical questions that ulti-
mately become the voice of the book. i 
think it’s my voice in the end, but getting 
there is a long and never completely sat-
isfactory way. that is why i would say it 
is a consequence of many problems we 
had to face and to which we have tried 
to answer. 

I think Boccalone and I fratelli mino-
ri, are two important novels in many 
ways: on the one hand they tell about 
two different periods of Italian history, 
different and yet linked. Boccalone 
tells us about Bologna and Italy in the 
late 1970s, while I fratelli minori tells 
us of the “heirs” of those years, who 
also had to deal, somehow, with the 
disappointments of the previous gen-
eration. Can you tell us about the gen-
esis of these two novels, also for read-
ers who possibly have not read them
Boccalone [the nickname of the pro-
tagonist. ndr] recounts what happened 
to him in a year, the love story with anna 

and the crisis of the student movement. 
By telling it, he discovers forms, simi-
larities, all that can emerge around the 
nucleus. an immediate and quite effec-
tive book. 

i fratelli minori is obviously a more 
meditated book: it closes a long cycle in 
which i have spoken of uprooting. i have 
chosen three moments, in 1976, in 2003, 
and in an unspecified year after that. 
1976 and 2003 were years of drought 
and the lack of water, the sense of suffo-
cation, the need to return to life are the 
true thread uniting the different stories i 
tell. overwhelming the characters is the 
feeling that others, the older brothers, 
both literal and metaphorical, have lived 
before us, for us, what was then hard to 
live. there are obviously no older broth-
ers, in this sense. water is denied to all 
people by something bigger, drought, in 
fact. But in the evolution of these char-
acters, the older brother was also what 
prevented or in any way cluttered the 
relationship with the mother and father, 
intertwined intimacy, which was there-
fore clandestinely developed, not as a 
challenge to history but as an escape. i 
better stop here or i write another novel 
answering this question. 

How would you define the state of 
health of Italian literature? Have you 
read anything interesting lately? 
if we talk about novel, the italian novel 
has lived an important post-war season 
when it suddenly found readers. this 
season has developed consistently, with 
various results throughout the following 
period. there have been genres, ranging 
from politics to sentimentalism, from 
mafia to political stories. this, i believe, 
is a rather healthy situation, even though 
i don’t know the sales numbers. whether 

only country with a good level of 
education and serious cultural 
investment can rely on democracy
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for ethics and understanding, so i’m not 
pessimistic about italy. 

In a recent interview, Irish writer paul 
Murray said he would like to see more 
political involvement. And he added: 
“It’s very hard to write about politics, 
and you are sort of not supposed to 
write about politics, but as george 
Orwell said: “Believing politics has no 
place in art is in itself a political state-
ment”. And it seems a political state-
ment a lot of people here seemed to 
have swallowed. A lot of the books 
coming out are set in the country, are 
actually quite nostalgic, they tell of an 
ideal country, not the real one of the 
banks, the crisis, the homeless”. What 
would you comment on this?  
it seems to me he is right, but as i told 
you i don’t think you really decide what 
you will write. everything is political, in a 
sense. it is born deeply and we are obvi-
ously made of that, even when we do not 
want it. Precisely because politics is so 
deeply a part of what we are i can’t stand 
propaganda, wanting to declare yourself 
through left or right common places for 
fear of being seen as traitor or to earn 
some easy progressist card. each of us 
is political, living in circumstances that 
ask him to act with intelligence, human-
ity, respecting the principles. 

What do you think of literary prizes? 
Uruguayan writer ramiro Sanchiz 
told recently in an interview with gr 
magazine: “I don’t believe in prizes: 
more often, it seems to me, they ac-
tually impoverish the publishing envi-
ronment. Under these circumstances, 
and because printing in Uruguay is ex-
pensive, publishers have to survive as 
businesses and this implies not taking 
risks, publishing sure things, conser-
vative works, most of them forgettable 
or only justified by the fact that they 
won the prize”
i agree. leo longanesi said: it’s not 
enough not to win them, it’s neces-
sary to not deserve them. even the no-
bel Prize to Bob dylan is somehow gro-
tesque from this point of view, as if he 
needed to bow to thank the master for 
the good mark he gave him. the violence 
of the prize is precisely in this assuming 
that someone can reward you. and who 
is this? literature? the circle of charity 
ladies? the big left or big right? tradi-
tion? the revolution? 

Prizes are part of the editorial mecha-
nism and part of the political one, it 
would be nice if we could leave them be-
hind us, but for now it seems difficult.

it seems inevitable having to pay a 
price for berlusconi’s twenty years 
in which sociey has lost the ethical 
and progressive character that it had 
acquired after the war
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How were your childhood and youth?
i was born in montevideo, at a time 
when this city was a big village, elegant 
and european, but still a village. my 
maternal grandfather was a vegetable 
seller and i remember going with him 
around the main streets of the capital. 
this memory could be a good summary 
of my childhood, a time full of material 
poverty, diversion and adventures. it 
was a wonderful time.
as for my youth, the fact is that i was 
arrested when i was 16 years old for at-
tending a student demonstration. Beat-
ings, tear gas, and jail. this made me 
see how things worked. i worked during 
the day and i was studying at night. i 
saw the injustices and i was a restless 
boy.

What were you reading back then?
when i was seven i became ill of hepati-
tis. at home we did not have a television 
- i don’t even think there was one in the 
rest of uruguay! - so i was given maga-
zines and books for children. here’s 
how it started, with one of the books in 
the robin hood collection. i was quick: 
i read defoe, dickens, hope. and then 
there was “Bomba, the Jungle Boy,” 
which was a series of adventure books 
written by such a roy rockwood, who 
was actually the pseudonym of a pub-
lisher who was devoting himself to writ-
ing children’s books. in this way, since 
i was a child, i also learned something 
about editorial business. But i’m grate-
ful to this publisher, because from that 
moment on i never stopped reading 
and i think reading is one of the best oc-

fErNaNdo butazzoNi was borN iN moNtEvidEo iN 1953. hE was a militaNt of 

thE tupamaros guErrilla orgaNizatioN aNd alrEady iN ExilE hE partici-

patEd as aN iNtErNatioNal voluNtEEr to thE saNdiNista froNt who suc-

cEEdEd iN dEfEatiNg somoza’s dictatorship iN Nicaragua iN 1979. his litEr-

ary carEEr bEgiNs iN this samE yEar with thE prizE awardEd by casa dE las 

amEricas of cuba. iN 2014 hE woN uruguay’s NatioNal litEraturE award, 

bortolomé hidalgo, for his moNumENtal historical NovEl, las cENizas 

dEl coNdor, (coNdor’s ashEs). hE currENtly rEsidEs iN his homEtowN 

 /// Text: J.m.a. - O.C.

FErNANDO BUTAZZONI /// UrUgUAY

the chronicle of our times 
must be written one and 
a thousand times
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but it was also the fiercest. it was some-
thing almost gothic: isolation cells, tor-
tures, people thrown to lions. and let it 
be clear that it’s not a metaphor: i’ve 
seen lions holes in el chipote, the hu-
man bones. to overthrow this dictator-
ship, institutionalize this country again 
and convene general elections seemed 
to me a good fight manifesto.

What is the value of militancy today, in 
the broadest sense of the term?
the value of truth. this is one of the 
great problems we have had with mili-
tancy. it was the source of conflicts, 
divisions and struggles. there is no 
debate because there is no self-criti-
cism. it happened among the european 
communist militants and is happening 
today among the left militants in gen-
eral in latin america. there is no qual-
ity debate because there is no genuine 
collective approach to possible truths. 
there are analysis of reality, but truth is 
another thing. in many languages   real-
ity and truth are synonymous, but they 
should not be. the truth of facts is not 

aristotelian. nietzsche wrote in one of 
his letters that “there are no facts but 
interpretations”. he exaggerated, how-
ever, it is a statement that serves to 
show that not everything is born and 
dies in aristotle. likewise not every-
thing is born and dies in marx. a com-
munist society is an utopia because 
it is anti-dialectical: its coming would 
entail a freezing, an elimination of the 
conflict and social antagonisms that 
are the true engines of human history, 
just as marx teaches.

Managua, July 19, 1979: The Sandinists 
take the capital. What do you remem-
ber about those days?
i remember the people’s eyes, free and 
without fear. it was exciting to see all 
those people celebrating in the streets 
dancing and singing without fear. the 
city was devastated. there were still 
corpses on the streets, smoking barri-
cades. there was no electricity or food. 
they had been four or five days of night-
mare, but at the same time of great hap-
piness. in the air, what you were breath-

the project of the lefts is going nowhere 
different from where the project of the 
right went: capitalism, more or less wild 
or civil, more or less humanitarian

“

cupations the human being can have.

Let’s move forward to the years of 
your militancy, first in Tupamaros
my joining the mln came in the mid-
dle of a climate of great political agi-
tation in uruguay, with repression on 
the streets, political prisoners, perse-
cuted opponents, and in many cases 
murdered, and a government that lis-
tened only to itself. i was a kid and this 
government accused all of us of being 
a minority and being part of an inter-
national conspiracy to overthrow it, 
obviously with foreign aid and money. 
it was all false, but that was the envi-

ronment. Pacheco areco was not tech-
nically a dictator, he was a despotic, 
an authoritarian who manipulated the 
constitution to his liking and pleasure. 
this is the origin of my tupamara mili-
tancy, which ended on march 15, 1985, 
the day when the last political prison-
ers of the dictatorship came out of 
prison.

And in Nicaragua, during the Sand-
inist revolution?
nicaragua has to do with a more ma-
ture and more responsible solidar-
ity commitment. nicaraguan tyranny 
was not only the oldest in america, 
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retamar, who was a source of teaching 
and permanent diversion. there were 
also books, novels that marked me and 
then ballet. i was, and i’m, a great ballet 
fan, and from classical dance i learned 
a simple and strong thing that helped 
me a lot in my writing: beauty is a con-
sequence of the proper functioning of a 
certain artistic mechanism. it is not the 
cause, but the consequence. literature 
is the same: Borges’ poetry is beautiful 
because it works perfectly. the same 
is true of “hundred years of solitude” 
or “the old man and the sea”. on the 
other hand, i am also a deeply admirer 
of the founders of what was later called 
“new Journalism”. these founders were 
gabriel garcia marquez, Jorge vasetti 
and carlos maria gutierrez. the others, 
capote, for example, came after. the 
real inventors of this mix between jour-
nalistic reportage and narrative fiction 
were those three. 

How do you write?
Basically, everything that happens in 
my life between seven o’clock in the 
morning and five in the afternoon is 
work, even when i have some meetings 
or i go for a walk with my older grand-
children, or converse with lucy, my 
wife, about this and that. this means 
that all that happens, in one way or an-
other, ends up in the ”pot”, and is part of 
the soup. then comes the writing that, 

fortunately, is a process i don’t know 
exactly how is produced. i never wanted 
to disassemble this apparatus, for fear 
of not being able to put it back together. 

What are the most important ele-
ments in your writing? 
everything is related to everything. 
when a story does not work is because 
there is something that does not fit well 
in the mechanism. the story and the 
characters are almost two faces of the 
same coin: there is no one without the 
others. then there is the tone, the pal-
ette with which you work. and the ap-
proach, which for me is very important. 
to put it in cinematic language, where 
do you have to put the camera? accord-
ingly, certain things will appear in the 
picture and others will not be seen. 
in a good story, almost nothing is de-
scribed. it’s there but is not told. it’s the 
old hemingway’s iceberg theory. i don’t 
like to confuse the reader with “various 
cameras”. if there is a frame that works, 
fine. this is the one that stays. clearly 
everything is literature, that is, words.

you have to choose the words carefully, 
because every word is sacred and has 
an extraordinary value. Books are ru-
ined because the author has poorly 
chosen a few words. i always remem-
ber the phrase “presumptuous mice” in 
one of faulkner’s first novels. for god 

ing was freedom. it’s an unmistakable 
perfume, i remember it perfectly. 

How do you assess the current situa-
tion in the region? 
i assess it very critically. the project 
of the lefts is going nowhere differ-
ent from where the project of the right 
went: capitalism, more or less wild or 
civil, more or less democratic, more 
or less humanitarian. in many cases, 
among other things, there are political 
processes and leaders who consider 
themselves to the leftwing, but who 
remind me very much of Jorge Pache-
co areco, who was far right. the latin 
american left almost does not think. 
more than ideas what circulate are at-
tempts, or a rather primary anti-impe-
rialism, as enthusiastic as infantile. 

The left seems incapable of produc-
ing real alternatives to a capitalism in 
structural crisis but still fierce... 
i have a problem: i have always been 
left but dysfunctional, atypical, hetero-
dox. in 1990 i strongly criticized the gov-
ernment of cuba and the turn the rev-
olution had taken, which brought me 
some kind of condemnation from some 
part of the left. in 2003, when those who 
condemned me fired against fidel cas-
tro, i supported cuba and this caused 
many right-wing intellectuals to attack 
me. now, it’s been years that i say that 
neither ortega is sandinist, nor in ven-

ezuela there is a revolution. everyone 
looks at me in a weird way. But yes, i be-
lieve that the left has not generated val-
id alternatives to capitalism. the soviet 
project failed, the cuban project failed, 
the only thing left to us is to rebuild an 
alternative, but this will take decades 
and will be the work of future genera-
tions, which we hope will learn from our 
mistakes. 

When and why did you start writing? 
i could not do anything else. i was ex-
iled, in a sort of double exile: exiled in 
cuba and, inside cuba, i was “exiled” 
to holguin, some 800 kilometers from 
havana, where most of my fellow fight-
ers were. so i told myself: let’s begin to 
tell a few stories. i wrote some stories, 
i sent them to the casa de las americas 
Prize and won the lottery! i was award-
ed the Prize in 1979. shortly afterward, 
i went to nicaragua for the final offen-
sive in the southern front. 

What do you consider to be your cul-
tural influences in general? 
casa de las americas, in the first place. 
i was fortunate enough to work there 
for a couple of years in the early 1980s. 
it was like a bag of high cultural studies. 
there i met the cream of latin american 
culture, i had a close relationship with 
many of the most important creators 
of that time, from Julio le Parc to cor-
tazar. and i was very close to fernandez 
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yes because my sources took their time 
before accepting me, trusting and tell-
ing me their stories. then i had to cor-
roborate if what they had told me was 
true, and to do so i had to refer to anoth-
er source, then to another and another. 
and the icing on the cake has been fit-
ting in Katia liejman’s character in this 
story. it was not just about tracking it 
but also giving it plausibility, because, 
even to me, Katia’s story, a KgB analyst 
missing in Buenos aires, seemed unre-
alistic. But it was not. 

This book presents an entire era, that 
of the plan Cóndor, the connections 
between dictatorships. Why is it im-
portant to rebuild this period so hard 

and violent? 
the memory, the chronicle of our times 
must be written one and a thousand 
times. it has to be revised and written 
again. every day new documents ap-
pear and this not only sheds light on 
some things, but also changes the ap-
proach. let’s say that until recently we 
were enlightened by the reality of the 
facts. now we can cross this reality with 
the light of truth.

In the book there is an “Italian part”, 
which has to do with Neo-fascism, 
with gladio, with Borghese. How did 
you approach this Italian connection? 
licio gelli, the italian factotum of gladio, 
had many connections with uruguay. 

there are many good women writers 
and some good men writers among 
young people. one of the problems that 
uruguayan literature has is its endogamy

“

sake! it was faulkner. of course i read 
it after he had already been converted 
into a magnificent writer, and nobel 
Prize. But in any case... a sentence 
like that ruins a story. Presumptuous 
mice? who can think of writing such a 
terrible thing? well, william faulkner. 

Do you feel part of a literary genera-
tion? 
yes, yes. But i don’t know which one. it 
is not a matter of nationality or geog-
raphy. there is a little bit of this, more 
a rebel spirit, more a feeling of belong-
ing to the latin american universe, 
more a way of conceiving literature, 
not just as a wonderful entertain-
ment but also as a way of seeing and 
explaining the world we live in. it is a 
complicated generation to define and 
delimit, but it has to exist, no doubt. 

How do you consider Uruguayan con-
temporary literature? 
younger people excite me. there are 
many good women writers and some 
good men writers among young peo-
ple. one of the problems that uruguay-

an literature has is its endogamy. in 
this regard, i think we are a bit closed 
and we end up creating products with 
a series of tare that are the result of 
this endogamy: i read you and you 
read me. as gelman wrote: “my god / 
how beautiful we were.” 

Let’s talk about Las Cenizas del Cón-
dor (The Condor’s Ashes). How does 
the idea of   the book came about? 
Just as i say in the book. i led and di-
rected one of the most important jour-
nalistic programs of that time in uru-
guay. let’s say i was a sort of a “star” 
of journalism. one day, a boy asked 
me for help. he told me he thought he 
was the son of desaparecidos. my only 
literary merit was journalistic: look-
ing for and pulling the bundle with pa-
tience until i broke these twigs, which 
were in fact two. Because the boy who 
asked me for help at the end was not 
what he believed to be. everything was 
different or even more messy. more 
amazing and more painful. 

Ten years of work... 
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selective oblivion is 
a natural tendency of 
society and people

“

let’s say they were intimate relation-
ships. one of these relations points 
to one: umberto ortolani, his favorite 
banker, who lived in uruguay. gelli’s 
son, among other things, is today am-
bassador of nicaragua to uruguay... 
what do you think? and then there are 
the facts, the truth of the facts: vale-
rio Borghese met with Pinochet, delle 
chiaie was in chile and Buenos aires 
at that time. they were gladio. i must 
point out that there is a lot of very im-
portant information on this, especial-
ly acts and resolutions of the italian 
Parliament, the Belgian Parliament, 
and the justice of rome. i had to read 
all of this material, flatly, also because 
the french is not my language. this is 
another reason why it took me so long 
to write the book: the resolutions. i 
must have read something like twelve 
or fourteen thousand pages of resolu-
tion. now i’ve everything scanned and 
digitalised, otherwise lucy kills me...

A book that is a novel and at the 
same time a detailed analysis and 
inquiry that manages to keep a con-
stant tension…
we return to the three wonderful mon-
sters: garcia marquez, masetti and 
gutierrez. investigative journalism is, 
or can be, literature and this offers 

some possibilities in terms of narra-
tive. already in 1984, when the first 
version of “el tigre y la neve” was done, 
you could see this idea. the journalist 
and fiction writer are the same per-
son. they asked me: is this fiction? is 
it a reportage? and the answer i feel to 
give is this: what does it matter? i love 
the novel label, but labels generally 
serve for little, except to avoid taking 
the wrong medicine. 

Do you think there is a selective 
oblivion of that period? To what ex-
tent was justice served? 
selective oblivion is a natural ten-
dency of society and people. in our 
case this tendency has been strength-
ened by a repeated sermon that for 
years intended to infuse fear. in any 
case, societies are not just govern-
ments, not just military, or just po-
litical parties. there are many factors 
that interact. in uruguay we had two 
plebiscites to derogate from laws that 
provided impunity to human rights 
violators. Both times we lost. Justice 
has come down drop by drop, like rec-
onciliation. there are hate profession-
als everywhere and they do not want 
any justice nor any reconciliation. But 
the lack of progress in justice is the re-
sponsibility of all uruguayan society. 

it is very convenient to blame “the mili-
tary,” when in reality all of us, one way 
or the other, must assume our respon-
sibilities, action, omission, indolence 
or cowardice. 

in this sense, colombia is currently in 
the process of implementing a peace 
process where the concept of “reconcil-
iation” is one of the crucial milestones 
for its success. to what extent would 
this process be different from those ex-
perienced in the south of the continent? 
the key thing is that many years have 
passed. colombians face the experi-
ences of argentina, uruguay, chile ... 
of the whole continent, almost. every 
process is particular and i do not know 
in detail the colombian one. But i, who 
fought in a war, i think peace is the most 
praiseworthy goal of all. 

In a world where identity seems to be 
in a deep crisis, how to reclaim and re-
define this concept? What is identity 
for you? 
identity is the ability and the possibility 
to be aware of who i am, wherever i find 
myself. it is a concept intimately re-
lated to freedom. Being free is to have 
identity. and having identity basically 
is to be free. i find every day more irra-
tional the attempts to limit people’s in-
dividual freedoms. this is my identity: 
freedom. 

What do you feel about the current 
armed conflicts that seem to empha-
size the destruction of cultures and 
the annihilation of minorities? 
well, my answer will necessarily be dys-
functional, because as i said, that’s the 
way i am. an example is the arab-israeli 
conflict. it is true that Palestinians have 

full rights to build a state, their state. at 
the same time it is true that Jews are a 
minority in the middle east and have for 
decades faced wars of higher or less-
er intensity whose declared goal is to 
erase them from the map. Personally i 
think the Jewish minority is entitled to 
exist and that we cannot allow Jewish 
culture to be persecuted or eliminated 
by a large majority of muslim believers. 
it’s just an example, but it shows the 
need to defend the weakest. it is clear 
that the present government of israel 
is the worst thing that could happen to 
this area. netanyahu is going around 
with a bucket of gas in the middle of a 
fire. But governments come and go (or 
at least, so it should be). Peoples, such 
as the Palestinians, israelis, syrians or 
iraqis, are the ones who suffer the he-
gemonic demise. defending minorities 
is to defend hood and sword all the dif-
ferent, not just those of my side. defend 
sexually, intellectually different, those 
who say no, those who think differently. 

What role can culture play in resolving 
conflicts? 
i think it can play a role in conflict pre-
vention. culture is relation. it drive peo-
ple close. unite. ignorance, isolation, 
lack of relations, get people bitter and 
make it violent and worried. culture is 
useful to the extent that it makes us 
think, something very rare nowadays. 
Just see the presidents we have: trump, 
Putin, rajoy, maduro, ortega... it seems 
the cast for “the Planet of the mon-
keys”. this list, which could be extend-
ed, is composed of presidents who in 
any case have been elected by citizens. 
it doesn’t speak very well of us, voters 
and citizens.
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You began writing in an Israeli prison 
in the mid-1970s?
i wrote two stories when i was in israe-
li prison, but both were confiscated. 
then i thought, ah! i could write chil-
dren’s books.

Why children?
i didn’t know then. i just felt: this is 
what i want to write. i was 20 then. 

later, when i went to the British mu-
seum, i wrote two stories in english, 
and they both are based on Palestin-
ian folktales. they were not published 
[in english], so they were published in 
arabic in 1996 by tamer institute.

And you know now, why you chose to 
write for children?
i turned 62 yesterday, but i am 16. i 
never tried to suppress the child in-
side me—i kept it always there. it pops 
up every now and then, in books and 
otherwise. i’m a professor at Birzeit 
university, and there again sometimes 
the child comes up in my lectures.

What’s the relationship between you 
as a historian who has gathered oral 
histories, and you as an author of 
books for young people? 
oral history is my professional career, 
but i’m sure meeting people and listen-
ing to their stories must have affected 
me one way or another, although i did 
not collect stories. 

You said, in a journal article, that 
folktales and traditional storytelling 
suffered a setback in the refugee 
camps.
after 1948, when people went to the 
camps, they needed different, realis-
tic stories. not because they don’t like 
folktales. Because they wanted to re-
vive the Palestine they lost. so these 
[folktales] were substituted by stories 
of how we left Palestine, the journey 
of suffering: how was our homeland, 
our home, our garden. it was a mix be-
tween oral history and the new stories 

palEstiNiaN historiaN, acadEmic, aNd award-wiNNiNg author dr. soNia Nimr has 

writtEN morE thaN a dozEN childrEN’s aNd ya books for childrEN, iNcludiNg 

thE 2014 Etisalat prizE for arabic childrEN’s litEraturE-wiNNiNg woNdrous 

jourNEys iN straNgE laNds (rihlat ajEEba fi al-bilad al-gharEEba). hEr ghaddar 

thE ghoul aNd othEr palEstiNiaN storiEs is iN ENglish.  wE mEt dr Nimr at Emir-

atEs litfEst for a sEriEs of workshops aNd EvENts

 /// Text: Marcia Lynx Qualey

More than writing stories, i tell them

“

“
SONIA NIMr /// pALESTINE
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Both when you do children’s and 
young adult?
yes, both. when you read my books in 
arabic, you’re listening to a story, actu-
ally. this is how i like to write.

How do you feel the relationship be-
tween fos7a (Modern Standard Ara-
bic) and 3ameya (colloquial, spoken 
Arabic) when you’re writing books for 
children? 
this was a big argument back in Pales-
tine. most of my children’s books were 
written in colloquial. at the same time, 
they’re not heavy colloquial. they’re 
closer to the standard arabic—but they 
are in colloquial. i thought if i want to 
write in rhyme, in colloquial, then i’m 
keeping the music and the magic. chil-
dren relate more to colloquial. not be-
cause colloquial is better, but because 
standard arabic, for some children, re-
minds them of...

School?
schoolbooks. and they don’t like 
schoolbooks, because they’re boring. 
But then again it depends on the type 
of story i’m telling, because some of 
my books are not in colloquial but in 
standard arabic.

palestinian children’s and YA litera-
ture is more vibrant a space than in 
most other Arab-majority countries. 
Why is that? Tamer Institute? 
not only tamer institute. for the past 
20 years or so, we’ve realized how im-
portant it is to give a different litera-
ture to children. think of it as part of 
the resistance. well, it’s not like it’s my 
agenda to resist. But somehow it’s in 
the background that we want to give 
them something different.

life is bleak in Palestine under occupa-

tion. it’s not a happy life. so children’s 
writers try to make their stories not 
only vibrant, but also colorful, magi-
cal. to let the children know there are 
other worlds.

How can Arabic children’s & YA litera-
tures reach more audiences and be-
come more accessible?
actually, one thing i have to say for 
tamer institute is that they distribute 
children’s books to all schools, even to 
gaza. 

Certainly not all countries have this. 
What difference does it make, hav-
ing real children’s literature in the 
schools, vs. just textbooks?
in the past 10 years, children have 
started to have book discussions, 
which is really nice. it gives you, as 
an author, feedback—usually honest 
feedback—from children. the whole 
idea of discussing books means that 
your opinion matters. and that makes 
them understand that children matter 
and their opinions matter. 

Do prizes matter in developing more 
YA literature?
i’m not sure, actually. i have a new 
book out called the Phoenix. since it 
was published two months ago, i’ve al-
ready had several meetings with chil-
dren and young adults, at schools and 
libraries, to get their feedback and to 
discuss the book with them. for me, 
this is what matters. 
forget about the adults, because the 
adults have their own weird, cynical 
ideas. But young adults get the book 
the way you really want to say it.

You wouldn’t write a book for adults?
oh, i’ve been writing one, i haven’t fin-
ished it yet. it’s not exactly a novel, nor 

that people needed to transmit to the 
next generation.

You’re bringing back folktales?
i can’t pretend that i’m bringing them 
back because there are academics 
who have studied them in proper an-
thropological books.

as far as i’m concerned, i wanted to 
bring back folktales to the children 
in a new form. having said that, the 
original ones are not always polite and 
they’re not always politically correct. 
so what i’m trying to do is to rewrite 
the folktales—i keep the spirit, the 
magic, but at the same time i rewrite 
it…to be approved by librarians.

Are there red lines that hold you 
back?
no, not really. for one reason: folk-
tales in Palestine were not told for 
children, they were told for adults. the 

old women who told stories never re-
frained from mentioning body parts, 
bodily functions. this doesn’t hold me 
back, it just gives me the opportunity 
to reform the story.

if wanted to keep the story in its origi-
nal form, i would put it in an anthropol-
ogy book.

You do wonderful live storytelling. 
And in your books, you use tech-
niques that seem to come from the 
world of oral storytelling. 
in children’s books i try to keep rhyme. 
sometimes, i feel the music in the sto-
ry gives the children more interest in 
the story. not in the young adults, of 
course.

But definitely, rather than writing a 
story, i’m telling the story. it’s storytell-
ing rather than story-writing. 
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is it a memoir. it’s: how did i see Pales-
tine as i was growing up. as i was grow-
ing up, Palestine changed, i changed. 
i’m trying to finish it. chunks of it were 
published in journals.

Do you use your personal stories 
when writing for children?
no. my personal stories don’t matter, 
actually. i want to tell them something 
different. But on the other hand, i’m 
sure that somehow, even when i write 
for young adults, i come up somehow, 
one way or the other: commenting on 
things, making a joke here and there, 
which is my personality.

What kind of feedback do you get 
from kids?
for example, last week, i was in Beth-
lehem. i had a book discussion at the 
aida refugee camp. 

so these kids were from a refugee 
camp, thirty of them. they were very 
excited to tell me what they thought 
of the book. they were disappointed 
about the ending, but then they were 
satisfied because i told them there are 
three parts, and this is not the end. of 
course some of them had suggestions. 
some of them were really good ideas.

Would you ever take advice from 
child readers?
some of them i can’t use. for exam-
ple, if you have a bad wife or a bad 
stepmother, they want revenge. But 

it doesn’t work like this. But in other 
ideas, some of them i’m going to use 
in my next book. 

Tell us?
for example, one girl said: you used 
djinn in the book. why don’t you talk 
about the world of the djinn? in the 
book it says the worlds of the humans 
and the djinn should be kept separate. 
and she said, But you’re a writer, you 
can do both worlds. and i thought, yes! 

Are you going to write about the world 
of the djinn?
i might, actually. 

Do you have advice for young writ-
ers?
Passion first. and foremost. and fun. 
if you don’t have fun while writing, no-
body will have fun reading. apart from 
that, everybody can learn. But you 
need to have fun and you need to be 
passionate.

What are books you read as a child, a 
teenager?
until i became a teenager, we did not 
have a bookshop or a library in my 
town. so when i was a little girl, my 
mother used to take me to nablus, 
where she bought me books. i still 
remember the first book, and i was 
five. after that, i developed a passion 
for reading. Because we didn’t have 
reading, i read anything that i had my 
hands on. hugo, dickens, mahfouz. 

Do you have a favorite?
a writer is my favorite while i’m reading 
him or her.

What about distribution? Children’s 
books are distributed well inside pal-
estine, but what about other coun-
tries?
it is a problem because, for example, 
i know this book won the etisalat Prize 
(rihlat ajeeba fi al-Bilad al-ghareeba), 
but i would to see people from egypt, 
morocco, or saudi arabia to read my 
books. 

But they can’t get hold of them.
they could be available. for example, in 
the emirates, the ministry of education 
bought the book, and they want to dis-
tribute it in schools, with some editing. 
now it’s more polite.

Oh. There’s an edited version for the 
schools? 
i had to weigh it: accept the editing 
or not have the book read by a large 
number of students. so i agreed to it, 
although i don’t find the editing neces-
sary. i made this book for teenagers, 
which means you can’t not talk about 
love. and they changed bar to a coffee 
shop, for example.

for example, she [the narrator] has to 
go and meet pirates. so if she’s going to 
go and meet pirates, she has to go meet 
pirates in the pirates bar. there’s no 
coffee shop for pirates.

it saddened me, actually, how they 
changed the book. But at least the main 
events are there, and i hope the girls 
will get the message that they can have 
the power to do anything once they set 
their mind to it. 

Do you put a message into your book, 
or does it just come out that way?
no, no, it comes out. if i put a message, 
it becomes like a textbook.

There are many Arabic children’s 
books with a message...
and i hate that. it’s not my job to put the 
wisdom of my life into a book, nor to 
give advice. they have enough of that at 
school! it’s good enough for me if they 
enjoyed it.

at the end of it, they must get something 
out of it. But i don’t have a message to 
send. no, i have a story to tell. 

i still remember the 
first book i read when 
i was five. after that, i 
developed a passion for 
reading

“
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First of all, can you briefly tell us a 
bit about yourself, your personal life, 
where did you grow up?
my parents, sean o’connor and marie 
o’grady, took an interest in fiction, po-
etry, theatre and music. my father was 
born in francis street, in one of the 
oldest parts of dublin city, the liber-
ties. several of the stories and songs 
of that independently-minded place 
have appeared in my fiction and other 
writings. my father’s memoir, growing 
up so high, was published in 2013 and 
became an irish bestseller. my sister, 
dr eimear o’connor, is also a pub-
lished author and scholar; her book 
about the irish artist sean Keating was 
published to wide acclaim in 2013. our 
sister, sinead o’connor, is the inter-
nationally acclaimed singer and song-
writer. our younger brother eoin works 
for sony music ireland, and another 
brother, John, is a psychotherapist.

i attended university college dublin 
from 1981 to 1986, where i studied 
literature and history and wrote for 
student publications, also working 
part-time as a journalist, reviewer and 
researcher for magill magazine and 
the sunday tribune. 

What are your references in terms of 
literature?
as a child and as a teenager, i was fond 
of reading. my father had a passion 
for opera and victorian poetry, and 
my mother admired the work of os-
car wilde and Kate o’Brien. the house 
was full of books of many kinds; favou-
rites included Brendan Behan, flan-
nery o’connor, sean o’faolain, liam 
o’flaherty, Kingsley amis, yeats, James 
Plunkett, Patrick Kavanagh, steinbeck, 
hemingway, graham greene, maupas-
sant, old Penguins, the fairytales and 
folklore of sinead de valera, and the 

language becomes most intensely 
meaningful when it has musicality

““
josEph o’coNNor was borN iN dubliN oN sEptEmbEr 20, 1963. hE is mar-

riEd to playwright, scrEENwritEr aNd NovElist, aNNE-mariE casEy, 

aNd has two soNs. iN 2014 hE was appoiNtEd fraNk mccourt profEssor 

of crEativE writiNg at thE uNivErsity of limErick. hE is also fouNdEr 

aNd dirEctor of thE uNivErsity of limErick mccourt crEativE writ-

iNg summEr school at Nyu. hE has givEN maNy spokEN word pErfor-

maNcEs with musiciaNs aNd siNgErs, iNcludiNg camillE o’sullivaN, 

paul brady, glENN haNsard, aNdy irviNE, EimEar quiNN, sam amidoN, 

caomhíN Ó raghallaigh, thomas bartlEtt, martiN hayEs, scullioN, 

aNd thE chiEftaiNs. thE daNcE show, hEartbEat of homE, for which hE 

was NarrativE aNd lyrics writEr, prEmiErEd iN dubliN iN sEptEmbEr 

2013, traNsfErriNg to chiNa, caNada aNd thE uNitEd statEs. thE soNgs 

o’coNNor wrotE with briaN byrNE for thE show arE iNcludEd oN thE 

acclaimEd souNdtrack album (dEcca/uNivErsal music), rEcordEd by 

alyth mccormack, jEssica saNchEz, jENcarlos caNEla, lucia EvaNs, 

tiEmpo librE aNd thE loNdoN commuNity gospEl choir  /// Text: O. C.

JOSEpH O’CONNOr /// IrELAND
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true Believers) was directed by Paddy 
Breathnach (director of the cuban-
based feature film viva!) in 1992, win-
ning several awards, including the san 
sebastian festival Prize. Breathnach 
has also directed two shorter films i 
had written, a stone of the heart (cork 
film festival Prize) and the long way 
home. 

Your second novel, Desperadoes, 
drew on your experiences in revolu-
tionary Nicaragua and was widely ac-
claimed. When did you go there?
following the death of my mother in 
1985 i took six months away from the 
university, during which i went to ni-
caragua, reporting on the progress of 
the sandinista revolution for various 
publications in dublin. on my return 
to ucd i completed an ma in anglo 
irish literature, writing a major the-
sis on the work of the 1930s irish poet 
and socialist activist charles don-
nelly. i spent a year as a postgraduate 
at oxford university before moving to 
south-east london, where i lived for 
the remainder of the 1980s. for a time 
i worked as a fundraiser for the British 
nicaragua solidarity campaign.

Which Latin American writers have 
you read?
visiting nicaragua while i was a stu-

dent had quite a powerful influence 
on me. i love the work of gabriel garcia 
marquez, Jorge luis Borges, mario var-
gas llosa, and ruben dario, and they 
led me back to neruda, whose work i 
adore.

Back in February you came to Cuba 
to launch the Cuban edition of your 
novel Star of the Sea (2002) at the 
Havana Book Fair. The book has been 
published by Arte y Literatura and 
launched by the president of Ireland, 
Michael J Higgins. Tell us about this 
novel
it is a story set on a famine ship jour-
neying from liverpool, via cobh in 
county cork, to new york and it was 
a major departure from my previous 
writing. the novel uses ballads, letters 
and diary entries to tell its story and 
was influenced by charles dickens, 
george eliot and withering heights, as 
well as by the novels of toni morrison, 
gabriel garcia marquez and Peter car-
ey, and by music. 

Star of the Sea was followed by re-
demption Falls, acclaimed by The 
guardian as ‘a major work of modern 
fiction from an astonishingly accom-
plished writer’ and by Ireland’s Sun-
day Tribune as ‘a masterpiece’. It is 
not a sequel as such, but we do find 

inexpensive editions of new irish fic-
tion then published by Poolbeg Press. 
encountering Jd salinger’s the catcher 
in the rye and John mcgahern’s collec-
tion of short stories getting through, 
both of which books i read when i was 
about seventeen, made me wish to be 
a novelist himself.

Your first short story, ‘Last of the 
Mohicans’ was published by Ciaran 
Carty, editor of the Dublin Sunday 
Tribune’s New Irish Writing page, 
in 1989 and a second story, ‘Ailsa’, 

was published some months subse-
quently. Then came your first novel 
my first novel cowboys and indians 
was published in 1991 by sinclair-ste-
venson, london, and was followed, 
later the same year, by a collection of 
short stories, true Believers. cowboys 
and indians received warm reviews, 
became a number one bestseller in 
ireland and was nominated in the first 
novel category for the whitbread Prize. 
the feature film, ailsa, for which i 
wrote the script (based on my short 
story of that name in the collection 

visiting Nicaragua while i was 
a student had quite a powerful 
influence on me

“
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in it some of the children of Star of 
the Sea…
indeed, redemption falls develops the 
multi-voiced narrative approach i had 
begun with star of the sea. the novel 
follows a number of the children of the 
star of the sea generation through the 
american civil war and its aftermath. 
after that came the salesman, a con-
temporary psychological thriller, and 
inishowen, a love story set in donegal, 
new york and dublin. then came ghost 
light in 2010, chosen as a ‘Book of the 
year’ by, among others, colm toibin 
(daily telegraph), roddy doyle (the 
guardian) and eamon mccann (the 
Belfast telegraph).

ghost light is a poignant love story 
moving from london in the 1950s to 
ireland in the edwardian era and the-
atrical new york in the 1910s. its hero-
ine, molly allgood, is based loosely on 
a real person: the abbey theatre ac-
tress who was for some years the lover 
and muse of the great irish playwright 
John synge. a shorter novel than des-
peradoes, star of the sea or redemp-
tion falls, it follows molly as she walks 
through london on a blustery day in 
1952 on her way to a job at the BBc. 

Packed with music and memories, 
balladry and yearning, it extends the 
themes that have been present in 
Joe’s writing from the start – love, en-
durance, emigration, family, the joy 
sometimes found in the trivial event 
– and offers itself as an uplifting hom-
age to the act of storytelling itself, the 
belief that the show must be played 
with courage to the close. 

Your last work is a novel, The Thrill 
of it All, published in 2014 which be-

came an Irish bestseller and was 
shortlisted for the UK’s Wodehouse 
Comic Novel of the Year Award and 
France’s rive gauche Literary prize. 
It’s the story of the members of a 
band, how important is music for 
you?
to me, music is the highest art form, 
and language becomes most intense-
ly meaningful when it has musicality. 
that’s an important part of the irish 
literary tradition. i always try to find 
the music of a novel or short story as 
i begin to write it. words are sounds 
before they are anything else. so, we 
need to use sound, as well as mean-
ing, to convey the atmosphere or tex-
ture of a story.

i think all art aspires to be music. 
when i work with my creative writing 
students, i tell them to try to consider 
their prose as a sort of performance. 
i believe in that. the novelist toni 
morrisson once said a brilliant thing 
(in fact, to us President Bill clinton): 
“when you are making a speech, the 
audience won’t remember what you 
say. But they will remember how you 
made them feel.” and i think some-
thing of that is there in great prose. 

How do you feel about the great Irish 
writers? Did you ever feel a need to 
“bury” the fathers, so to say, or do 
you feel you follow that tradition?
i respect the tradition and i have come 
to greatly admire the work of James 
Joyce and samuel Beckett in particu-
lar. But i do think it’s important for all 
writers to find their own way. my teen-
age son finds me faintly ridiculous 
as a father, while still loving me, and 
i think that’s an important balance! 
Joyce, when he’s bad, is so very very 
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bad that he’s almost unreadable. But 
when he’s good, he is better than any-
one else has ever been or ever will be.  

the ‘90s were years of great turmoil 
in ireland and more in general in eu-
rope, how would you describe those 
years in ireland ? your early books (i 
am thinking of true Believers and cow-
boys and indians for example) are very 
much ‘90s in this sense, characters, 
places, music.. can you describe a bit 
the scene then (artistically and politi-
cally), and the themes of your books?
i wasn’t living in ireland throughout 
most of the 90s – i was in london, then 
– but i do think of the decade as one 
of great change, indeed fundamental 
alteration in irish life and politics. the 
election of a new-thinking President 
who was a woman, the introduction 
of legislation for civil divorce against 
the opposition of the catholic church, 
the beginnings of the northern ireland 
peace process and so on. it was an era 
in which old certainties were ques-
tioned radically, in my view a very good 
and healthy thing. 

Also the ‘90s were years of perhaps 
greater connections among writ-
ers, artists, musicians, there was a 
cultural scene in Ireland (and else-
where) which definitively marked the 
lives of many can you describe that?

there was certainly the arrival of a new 
generation of irish novelists, short 
storywriters, poets and screenwriters 
who were unique in that they were (a) 
not influenced by each other and (b) 
not influenced by the generation im-
mediately preceding them. they often 
wrote about the lives of irish people in 
different countries, or the lives of peo-
ple who were not irish at all. they had 
little in common except a sort of rest-
lessness, which i thought was marvel-
lous. it was good to be starting to pub-
lish in this era.  

Also again in the ‘90s things were 
moving in the North of Ireland, like 
in the republic in the North a new 
group of writers (and musicians) 
emerged. Which relations would you 
have with them ? And more in gen-
eral with the situation in the North ? I 
remember you telling me back them 
in the South there was a kind of “col-
lective amnesia” when it comes to 
the North?
yes, i still think many people in the 
south have a sort of amnesia about 
the north of ireland. i feel an affinity 
with all writers from any part of the 
island of ireland, and my stepmother, 
a northern irish Protestant, is a very 
dear person to me, and my editor, 
geoff mulligan, is from Belfast, but 
other than that i have no personal con-

nection with the north and hardly ever 
go there. 

How do you feel is the relation with the 
North now?
Personally, i think of the north of ireland 
as a different country. i have friends 
who feel very differently and who wish 
that ireland were united, but i’m agnos-
tic about it myself. i am not a national-
ist. i think nationalism is a sort of fool-
ishness. 

You have written different novels, dif-
ferent in themes, setting: how does a 
novel come to you? do you think of a 
character first, or a plot? how do you 
write?
anyone would expect me to have an an-
swer to this question, but the honest 
truth is that i don’t know! i guess i sort 
of start by realising that something is 
growing in my heart or my soul, or wher-
ever you want to call it. my first response 
is always to ignore it and hope it will go 
away. and most of the time, thankfully, 
it does! But eight times, it hasn’t, and 
i’ve had to write a novel. 

and that is the most honest answer i can 
give. i write to find out what i think and 
feel about something, usually a charac-
ter. i never set out with ‘a theme’. i don’t 
like that approach. i think you discover 
what the theme of a novel is after it’s 
written. 

The generation after yours - writers 
now in their thirties – seems to be 
quite prolific. How do you consider the 
literary scene now? What their themes, 
given they lived - as teenagers - the so 
called Celtic Tiger?
i think the younger generation of irish 
writers is probably the finest genera-

tion ever. they are extraordinarily tal-
ented, hardworking, skilled, widely 
ranging. writers like donal ryan, colin 
Barrett, claire louise Bennett, dani-
elle mcloughlin, sara Baume, vanessa 
ronan, thomas morris, gavin corbett, 
lisa mcinerney. they are utterly bril-
liant. i don’t think they have ‘themes’ so 
much as beautifully crafted sentences 
and resonating characters. 

Is there still much Dublin in Irish lit-
erature?
yes. Probably too much!

How much do you think the cultural 
policy of the Irish state helps what is 
certainly a prolific literary scene ? And 
on the other hand, does this policy 
also imply some form of self-censor-
ship or, to put it milder, self-control?
historically, i think irish governments 
have done significant work to support 
the arts, for example by permitting art-
ists to pay a low amount of income tax 
on their creative earnings. that has 
helped several generations of writers 
and artists to make a living and support 
a family through creative work. and, we 
have a government organisation, cul-
ture ireland, which promotes irish art 
and literature abroad. also, the irish 
literature exchange helps support the 
publication of irish literature in other 
countries. and, often our diplomats 
have individually been extremely sup-
portive and helpful to irish literature 
abroad. 

as for ‘self-censorship’, i don’t see any 
of that going on, i am happy to say. 

What are you working on at the mo-
ment? 
i never answer this! i am superstitious!

i still think many people in the 
south have a sort of amnesia 
about the North of ireland

“
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gIANFrANCO BETTIN /// ITALY

First of all, can you briefly introduce 
yourself and tell us when and how you 
started writing. What is the first mem-
ory of you writing?
i was born in Porto marghera, in the 
municipality of venice, in 1955. i have 
been writing ever since i learned to do 
it in school, but perhaps even before 
that: fantasy things, symbols or draw-
ings that who knows what they meant. 
the first written thing i remember is a 
sort of fairy tale, imitation of a russian 
tale i had read in one of the first books 
i’ve seen in my life (a collection of rus-
sian fairy tales). i only know that i wrote 
it, though. i do not remember anything 
else, maybe there was snow and a fire, 
with a small magical and half-vagabond 
character.

veneto is a complex region. very Cris-
tian Democratic (except from some 
red spots), but also a region with 
important universities and many 
factories. It is the region of the so 
called northeastern “miracle” (and 
its decline), of the labor and political 
struggles of the left, the dark myster-
ies, the brutal “family” murders, the 
Brenta mafia ... There is much veneto 
in your narrative. What aspects did 
you try to emphasize? How much be-
ing a sociologist on the one hand and 
a politician on the other influenced 
your choices in fiction?
my training in social and political sci-
ence is certainly important and affects 
my way of writing, but, before that it 
affects my way of looking at things. it 

WrITEr AND pOLITICIAN, gIANFrANCO BETTIN HAS FOr MANY YEArS BEEN vICE-

MAYOr OF THE CITY OF vENICE AND HEAD OF THE pEACE CENTEr AND YOUTH pOLICY.

HE HAS BEEN A prOMOTEr OF NUMErOUS CULTUrAL ACTIvITIES THAT TOOK pLACE 

IN THE LITALIAN CITY SUCH AS THE FONDAMENTA LITErATUrE FESTIvAL  /// Text: o. c.

““ i always follow different 
leads when i write novels, 
essays or stories
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is a mixture of analytic deciphering 
and intuitive understanding, which 
translates into sometimes suggestive 
and sometimes descriptive phrases. i 
hope they merge well... with this look 
on the world i have lived in, especially 
between veneto and marghera-venice, 
i have always tried to grasp at the same 
time the dark, shadowy sides (hypoc-
risy, connivance and complicity with 
powers, sharing of prejudices, some la-
tent racism, tolerance to politics even 
when regressive as long as they acqui-

esce to widespread selfish interests, 
the inability to put limits on deregu-
lated, destructive, pervasive develop-
ment, etc.) and the luminous aspects, 
which are present in large numbers 
(from landscape to cultural assets to 
the social and personal characters of 
many people that you can encounter).

You have been vice-mayor of the city 
of venice for many years, an interest-
ing and contradictory experiment of 
what “could” be an important labora-

tory for the Italian left. An old friend, 
92 years old, who had an anarchist 
bookshop in venice, told me about 
the enthusiastic encounters taking 
place in his library near the Frari. All 
the intellectuals and most important 
artists of the city had passed through 
it. venice is the one of the Biennial of 
1968, but also that of the bad choices 
of De Michelis... When and why venice 
stopped focusing on being a political 
laboratory (which, inter alia, meant 
being at the same time an ”intellec-
tual” artistic city and a working city) 
preferring the quasi-Disneyland op-
tion?
in fact, two venice have lived together 
for almost half a century. one was try-
ing to abandon itself to modernity that 
brought easy profits, especially when it 
comes to tourist offerings, speculation 
and resources related to huge proj-
ects, like the mose (with all the con-
sequent corruption). the other venice 
sought for different ways, depending 
on the people and the times. at a stage 
dating from the early 1990s to the be-
ginning of the next decade, it also tried 
to be a political laboratory. at one point 
though it just couldn’t make it any-
more, giving in to more traditional and 
less innovative policy formulas, which 
we could call moderately centre-left 
and without audacity, without the abil-
ity to integrate political innovations 
and respond to the demands that local 
and national society produces. Paving 
so the way for a political regression of 

the liberalist and selfish type currently 
in progress.

You were elected when basically this 
choice - Disneyland instead of po-
litical laboratory - was already under 
way. What do you think the Cacciari’s 
governments lacked in order to re-
verse the course?
it was only partly a problem of city 
council. in reality, much of the fate 
of venice depends on other powers, 
especially in the economic and com-
petence spheres, on powers stronger 
than the city council (regional and 
national government, Parliament) and 
external authorities, such as the Port 
authority, water magistrate, superin-
tendence etc. or other very powerful 
private subjects, such as the new ven-
ice consortium and the airport man-
aging company or cruise companies. 
the city council has nevertheless not 
been able to involve the city as a whole 
against the damages caused by these 
powers, nor has it been able to affect 
the ruthless cuts to local resources im-
posed by central governments and the 
further detachment of skills that has 
been produced over time. so, the big-
gest limit i see is indeed in this inabil-
ity to integrate institutional initiative 
and administrative developments with 
a social dynamic, a path of participa-
tion and sharing of choices, which is a 
serious political limit. 
veneto, as we have already said, is 
a very complex region. You chose to 
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go further. as for me, i do not see much 
difference between being an intellec-
tual and being a political activist. 

What are your “literary references” 
and more in general your cultural ref-
erences?
in my formative mix there is a bit of 
everything, even though i think liter-
ary references prevail (italian classics, 
some literatures: mostly russian and 
american, then french, iberian and 
english), comics (at the beginning ital-
ian and american, then stripes and 
graphic novel) and cinema (Kubrick on 
all, then western, noir, science fiction, 
the latter also in literature). music is 
often an indispensable corollary, al-
though it is not always an inspirational 
source. 

How would you define the state of 
health of Italian literature? 
in recent years i would say good 
enough, many good authors have 
emerged, even original ones. 

And the publishing house policy? Are 
they just pointing to “safe” titles or is 
there someone who takes “risks”? 
small publishers risk more, but they are 
also more and more in a difficult situa-
tion when it comes to get involved in a 

market and distribution that points to 
the immediate success of the “safe”, or 
allegedly such, title. it is less common 
to see a big publisher taking risks. 

Literary and more in general cultural 
magazines are virtually disappeared. 
Why? Was it really a market problem? 
it’s a market problem, which means, 
a distribution problem, but it is also a 
problem of readership. today, there is 
a more horizontal circulation of ideas, 
thanks to the network, faster, more ef-
ficient, and cheaper. this puts out the 
game magazines, or pushes it to be-
come a web site, a blog etc., and in the 
end to abandon its paper format, even 
because of the cost and, often, the in-
effectiveness of the format. fortunate-
ly, this does not prevent the circulation 
of ideas. on the contrary. 

Italy for years has not been investing 
in culture (nor education). What can 
be done to reverse this trend before 
it’s too late? Or is it already too late?
it’s not too late, but it’s late. in addition 
to doing what we can with books, texts, 
websites, even magazines where they 
resist, etc., the decisive question is 
whether we are able to develop a politi-
cal movement capable of changing the 
country’s government and therefore 

in the novel i feel more free but, 
in this case, more tied to the 
effectiveness of the word, the choice 
of every single word and phrase and 
even point or comma and spacing

“tell on one side the veneto of the mar-
ginalised (Qualcosa che brucia, Some-
thing Burning), without overlooking 
the difficulty of telling even the darker 
veneto, that of pietro Maso for example, 
or a rejected but necessary immigra-
tion (necessary for the bosses). How do 
your books come around? How do you 
choose the story to tell? Do characters 
come first, or plot? Let’s talk about your 
creative process. 
stories and characters that i decide to put 
on paper come from a rich set of notes, 
sometimes mental notes, which i keep in 
written form, or not, for a long time, ob-
serving reality or imagine developments 
in a creative, arbitrary way. if i write about 
real things, as in the narrative inquiry on 
Pietro maso (a boy who, with some peers, 
killed his parents to dispose of the inheri-
tance, a crime that shocked italy in the 
early 1990s), i would keep a rigorous look 
at facts and data, and if i push further, i 
state that at that point of the story i imag-
ine, but mostly i remain loyal to the recon-
struction that i could do both with data 
and facts and by immersing me in places 
and situations, in the context even physi-
cal as well as cultural, where the story has 
taken place. of course, in the novel i feel 
more free but, in this case, more tied to 
the effectiveness of the word, the choice 
of every single word and phrase and even 
point or comma and spacing. the novel 
is all there, it is made of these things, its 
credibility is born from this and not so 
much from the truthfulness of data and 
facts, as in the narrative inquiry on real 
events. i follow many leads while writing 
novels or essays or narrative investiga-
tions, i also nurse the subject for a very 
long time, holding a sort of literary mine 
to draw on. this allows me to always write 
about one thing or the other. then, finally, 

a story “calls me” more than others and 
then i dedicate myself to it, finish it and, 
in case, publish it. 

How important is the language in your 
narrative? 
as in any piece of writing, it is the most 
important thing of all. 

You (intellectual and politician) have 
been creating an interesting cultural 
and literary space in venice. In the ‘90s, 
you sponsored a series of interesting 
meetings with and for new Italian writ-
ers (I think of Tiziano Scarpa, Ferrucci 
but also the Turin bunch). Later on, you 
organised the Fondamenta Festival. De-
spite Berlusconi this was a country (and 
venice was certainly a very lively city) 
that still produced good literature and 
generally good cinema, good culture 
and good music. But the 2000s the light 
kind of faded away, and now? Do you see 
light at the bottom of the tunnel? 
this is for venice the most difficult time 
for at least half a century. it does not mean 
that there are no ferments in many fields, 
including the cultural and even the po-
litical one, but to date they are ferments 
that do not find significant representa-
tion and certainly not within the govern-
ment of the city. however, it may be that 
this favours a horizontal propagation, a 
more free, more selective, and therefore 
more powerful growth. that, in short, the 
ferments themselves bring some light ... 
despite everything. it is true, however, 
that the experiences of those years are 
unrepeatable, both because they have 
been overcome and because their genu-
ine and fruitful search for new roads has 
finally opened those roads but has, for 
that very reason, estinguished them. this 
took us to a point from where we need to 
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changing priorities, thus setting as pri-
ority education and culture (an issue, 
among other things, that could be a 
formidable economic opportunity for a 
country like italy). 

Even at the digital level (blogs, social 
networks) there is not a big ferment 
in Italy, Contrary to, for example, Ire-
land where new writers (say from 30 
to 50 years old) are also active in the 
network as well as in a thousand ini-
tiatives, conferences, readings. Why 
do you think so? Is culture considered 
something “elitist”? 
i don’t really agree with that. in italy 
the phenomenon is very widespread, 
in fact, sometimes i think too much 
(for all the pretension and the rubbish 
that this drags along). so, i would not 
say that culture is treated as “elitist”. 
on the contrary, sometimes perhaps a 
bit of selectivity and “elitism”, that is to 
say, a more rigorous screening of what 
is of value, would be even necessary, 
given the great amount of megaloma-
niacs, charlatans or worse that infest 
the net. 

In a recent interview, Irish writer paul 
Murray said he would like to see more 
political involvement. And he added: 
“It’s very hard to write about politics, 
and you are sort of not supposed to 
write about politics, but as george 
Orwell said: “Believing politics has no 
place in art is in itself a political state-
ment”. And it seems a political state-
ment a lot of people here seemed to 

have swallowed. A lot of the books 
coming out are set in the country, are 
actually quite nostalgic, they tell of 
an ideal country, not the real one of 
the banks, the crisis, the homeless”. 
What would you comment on this? 
i think the value and importance of a 
book depend solely on how the book is 
written. even when it talks about very 
weird facts or seemingly insignificant 
things it could still, because it’s written 
in such a way, “break the frozen sea in-
side us” (Kafka, of course). it is not, in 
short, the theme, but how you deal with 
it that decides the value of a book (and 
even of its “politics”). 

Uruguayan writer ramiro Sanchiz told 
recently in an interview with gr mag-
azine: “I don’t believe in prizes: more 
often, it seems to me, they actually 
impoverish the publishing environ-
ment. Under these circumstances, 
and because printing in Uruguay is 
expensive, publishers have to survive 
as businesses and this implies not 
taking risks, publishing sure things, 
conservative works, most of them for-
gettable or only justified by the fact 
that they won the prize”. What do you 
think of literary prizes? 
they are, like festivals, occasions like 
others to talk about some books, hop-
ing that a good book ill actually be 
awarded. i would not make a big prob-
lem of this.

sometimes perhaps a bit of selectivity 
and “elitism”, that is to say, a more 
rigorous screening of what is valuable, 
would even be necessary, given the great 
amount of megalomaniacs, charlatans 
or worse that infest the net

“
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How was your literary vocation born?
it’s difficult to say it accurately. i believe 
as a result of my love for literature as a 
young man. my parents were of rural ori-
gin, humble, i did not receive a love for 
letters from them. even though i remem-
ber, and now i wonder why, my mother 
read a lot, often she stayed awaken till 
dawn reading in her bed. maybe this 
has marked me. But it was friends of my 
family to initiate me to reading novels, 
and then high school. at some point, i 
would say when i was twenty, i thought i 
had to write. it was nice to read a lot, but 
from all these readings one also had to 
produce something, in a way. for many 
years i had this uneasiness, until i start-
ed to write with some seriousness when i 
was forty. i’ve been in guerrilla for about 
a dozen years, i had many things to tell.

How and why did you join the FArC-Ep?
i was a militant founder of the union Pa-
triotica political movement, born after 

the peace talks between the farcs and 
the Belisario Betancur government in 
1985. i remember the enthusiasm and 
the idealism with which we devoted 
ourselves to this task, we were a group 
of young people, already professionals 
(i was a lawyer and i was 26 years old). 
i cultivated the illusion that for the first 
time the left could arrived to the Presi-
dency during the first elections our 
force contested in 1986. we did not, the 
liberal Party got ten times more votes 
than we did. nevertheless, the vote for 
the left reached the highest levels in its 
history. immediately after, however, the 
avalanche of murders came on top of 
the leadership and the militancy of the 
Patriotic union. we were trapped in a 
corner, there was no other way to go.

Were you writing before your militant 
engagement? What is the difference in 
your literature before and after the de-
cision to enter the guerrilla war?

gABrIEL ANgEL /// COLOMBIA

gabriEl aNgEl has bEEN for thirty yEars a farc-Ep guErri-

lla. at thE agE of forty hE dEcidEd that hE had to start 

writiNg litEraturE iN additioN to writiNg political tExts. 

his work offErs guErrillas aNd pEasaNts as wEll as mili-

tary aNd paramilitary protagoNists, aNd rEflEcts storiEs 

takiNg placE iN thE most rural colombia, whErE thE civil 

war has rEachEd a spEcial iNtENsity. his litEraturE pro-

vidE us with aN opportuNity to sEE iN aNothEr way aNd uN-

dErstaNd this phasE of violENcE that thE colombiaN soci-

Ety is tryiNg to ENd today  /// Text: J.M.A. - O. C.

“there are many stories waiting 

to be told about our struggle“
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i had written some poems and articles 
that i published in the local newspaper of 
the city where i was living at the time. in 
the farc-eP i started writing articles for 
our newsletters and magazines. then i 
was entrusted with the drafting of com-
munications, documents and political 
declarations. all very rational and realis-
tic. the passage to proper literature, so 
to speak, was marked by the creation of 
stories about guerrilla life which in turn 
were a tribute to our dead. i have always 
believed that the first documents were a 
duty of the organization, while the sec-
ond writings, those of fiction, were the 
personal expression of our experiences.

In your writing political, social and hu-
man commitment is very clear. Do you 
believe that this may affect literary 
quality or otherwise gives it some add-
ed value?
ever since i made the decision to write 
fiction, the first stories and the embryo 
of novels, i always made sure to avoid 
at all costs that they appeared as flyers, 
pamphlets, documents with a clear pro-
paganda content. i wanted to do pure lit-
erature but to tell our historical and hu-
man story. i think i’ve succeeded. it has 
always been said that good literature 
and politics are not exactly allied, that 
when a political cause turns into liter-
ary plot, who lose is literature. i decided 
to accept this challenge, with the clear 
awareness that because of my content 
i would lose readers. i think ultimately it 
is about being as honest as possible. the 
rest, time will tell.

Tell us a little about the collection of 
stories just published and about A Que-
marropa (In Cold Blood) and Los Men-
sajeros del Diablo (The Devil Messen-
gers), your two novels
the moon of the attorney short stories 
have as their plot the guerrilla experi-

ence in magdalena medio, one of the 
regions most affected by the violence 
in colombia. in them you can breathe 
the nostalgia for my time in the sierra 
nevada of santa maria, where i spent 
the first five years of guerrilla life. that’s 
why i also published shortly after los 
mensajeros of the diablo, the recreation 
of a real fact that occurred in the sierra.

a quemarropa, on the other hand, is part 
of the celebration of the 25th anniver-
sary of the farc in the sierra, although 
i wrote it many years later when i was in 
the eastern Bloc at the beginning of the 
so-called Patriot Plan in 2003. i already 
had an extensive vision of our struggle 
and for this reason the novel has a cer-
tain national breath, the integral war 
declaration by President gaviria’s. one 
blends the facts, blends them and adds 
the fiction, but basically the story is born 
of real people and situations. 

Let’s enter into your work a bit deeper, 
how is your narrative born? Starting 
from the characters, from the con-
crete stories? 
i would say that in a given moment, i feel 
the urge, the need of   telling a certain 
interesting episode of guerrilla life, an 
experience that gathers in itself several 
facets of the human and political nature 
of our struggle. something that really 
happened. so i let the idea mature a few 
months, or even years, until suddenly a 
light turns on in my head, you have to do 
so, you have to tell it this way, integrating 
this into that, contextualising it in this 
way .. then i start write the story and i 
will not stop until i consider it finished. it 
can be a work of months, years even. as i 
write the story, it is enriched, characters 
begin to demand greater presence. But 
this happen while working, does not ex-
actly match a predetermined plan. let’s 
say i do not build characters or dilem-
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mas, i tell the story of people i’ve met 
and the dilemmas in which they’ve 
been involved. they are people and 
facts i’ve known closely. it is always 
necessary to introduce fiction, to fill 
some voids. unless you are writing a 
chronicle, something that seduces me 
greatly, almost an exact journalistic 
story of what you have known directly 
or that we have been told. unfortu-
nately, in this struggle you come into 
contact with great narrators of stories, 
only that unfortunately they do not 
have enough ability to sit and write. if 
they did, we would have nothing to do. 
in a sense one is a parasite, feeding of 
what others have experienced and suf-
fered. and you gets applause for that. 
is it right? 

What are your literary influences? 
surely there are many. But i have tried 
consciously to do what i feel, as i feel 
it, without letting the way others do 
things influence me. i would say that 
after spending twenty-five years read-
ing novels and stories of the most di-
verse authors, something of all this 
helps creating a style and a way of tell-
ing things. i have always felt that great 
authors always do it much better, so 
it’s not worth imitating them. you will 
never be like them. i think that with a 
lot of humility and being receptive to 
criticisms and comments you can be 
able to create something that others 
did not do. then one begins to recog-
nize himself as a creator. 

What about other non-literary ele-
ments that matter in your writing? 
Music, nature... 

everything is literary, absolutely every-
thing. what you write is a reflection of 
the real world that is the plan of events 
of all kinds. in my opinion what you can-
not be, is being extremely ambitious 
and introducing too many things into a 
book. i have always tried hard to make 
sure that what i write is not boring, 
doesn’t make the reader fall asleep, or 
lazy to go ahead. so i try to tell only what 
i find necessary for the story, there are 
many things that remain in the air that 
might have been used, but it is neces-
sary to avoid at all costs the satura-
tion of the reader. there are many, too 
many books and events in the world, it 
is not about introducing them all into 
your own. the important thing is to say 
something new, or at least try to say it 
differently and pleasantly. 

How would you define the Colombian 
literary scene? What authors do you 
consider interesting? 
i have to confess something that might 
sound like a heresy or ignorance. i’ve 
been almost thirty years in the jungle, 
in the midst of an armed struggle. even 
though you always carry a book in your 
backpack and you are reading some-
thing, you do not always read in a sys-
tematic manner on a topic or subject. 
we move from one subject to another, 
say from a book about neo-liberal capi-
talism to one on simon Bolivar or from 
a book by garcia marquez or vargas 
llosa to an essay on the intelligence of 
the fight or the discrimination of wom-
en. i did not succeed in following the 
contemporary literature of my country 
seriously. so i prefer not to talk about 
topics that i do not know well. 

Your personal and narrative experi-
ence shows that reality is more imagi-
native than fiction? 
you can design and weave the most in-
teresting plot in the world, but this will 
always be the product of your mind, 
of what you want to do with your story. 
reality is different, incredibly surpris-
ing, most of the times unexpected. i re-
member once in the middle of a large 
military operation against a front of 
the magdalena medio i was part of, the 
commander of the front commented on 
the incredible speed with which things 
change in war. you are safe and pro-
tected when suddenly there is an as-
sault or a confrontation with the enemy 
and then your life is altered completely. 
your great friend or partner is dead, we 
carry wounded people and the enemy is 
on your back, trying to destroy you. five 
minutes earlier, no one imagined that all 
this was about to happen. the same way 
you cannot imagine how you will come 
alive out of what is happening. and once 
this is over, you see yourself there telling 
what happened with other comrades, 

maybe laughing about this episode. def-
initely, yes, reality is amazingly varied 
and full of novelty. 

I imagine that the “politically incor-
rect” content of your literature makes 
it difficult to publis
indeed, so it is. no one wants his pub-
lishing house to stand out. as clandes-
tinely as possible you may do it, publish-
ing and distributing a forbidden book 
involve many people and not all can be 
trusted, politically speaking. the risk ex-
ists, no one wants to end up in jail or see 
his business vanish because of a bomb 
at midnight. Perhaps there is nothing 
more innocent than literature, but if the 
regime decides to persecute it, the is-
sue becomes delicate. colombia is cu-
rious: paramilitary leaders like carlos 
castaño and other criminals publish 
their memoires through third parties 
in a legal manner, and no one in power 
thinks they have to persecute authors 
or publishers for the spreading of per-
verse ideologies. however, treatment is 
not the same when it comes to revolu-
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tionary insurgents. with these they are 
usually relentless. 

In your literature, a part from guerril-
las, there is a very lively recreation of 
peasant reality and even of the “en-
emy”, paramilitary and military. How 
do you penetrate into this imagery? 
the guerrillas and the campesinos are 
the living source of my narratives, it is 
about them that i write. But these guer-
rillas and peasants have an enemy on 
their back all the time, always attack-
ing them. this allows them to know 
this enemy, in its permanent acting, it 
allows to know its values, criteria, mo-
tivations. the enemy soldiers speak 
with the peasants, tell of their anger, 
resentment, bitterness. that’s why you 
end up knowing how they think. 

Do your comrades read your works? 
Do they criticise you, make sugges-
tions, comments? 
nothing gives me more joy than meet-
ing with guerrillas of far-reaching plac-
es, as it happened in september 2016 
during the x guerrilla conference in the 
yara’s savannah, and listen to them 
telling me that they read my novels, 
stories, chronicles and articles. there 
are those who have downloaded them 
from the internet, those who have 
printed them in the fields and made 
booklets, those who read them in cul-
tural or other meetings. the guerrillas 
are excited to know that someone tells 
their lives, especially when he does it 
from a guerrilla perspective, which is 
really scarce. all those who write about 
guerrillas, even with the best inten-
tions, make it out, without sufficient 
knowledge of the reality of a struggle 
of so many years with its characteris-
tics. the guerrilla always finds some-
thing they don’t like, which is not well 

reported, which they find incorrect. 
when the writer is from the inside, 
the reader thinks he is actually look-
ing into a mirror. that is why they are 
grateful and applaude these efforts. 
few or none criticizes me, in fact, they 
stimulate me to continue writing and 
to write more. 

In guerrilla one asks for food, first 
aid equipments...Did you also ask for 
books? 
war is tough and difficult. there is a 
farc-eP disposition that orders each 
guerrilla to bring a book into their back-
pack so that each unit has a small mo-
bile library with it. there are political 
and educational secretaries who are 
tasked with checking that this provi-
sion is respected and who control per-
sonal readings. But sometimes times 
are hard and heavy, bitter, in the midst 
of a fight and it happens that with so 
much weight to carry on the shoul-
der books actually turn into an extra 
weight, and it is preferable to leave 
them somewhere to make room for 
explosives, or other things. as much as 
irrational it may seem, the time comes 
when one can not criticize this behav-
iour. there were times when one went 
from unit to unit begging for a book and 
didn’t find a single one. also a book is 
read in a few days and then becomes 
a burden. if nobody wants to carry it, 
it ends up being abandoned. all this is 
lived in a war. there are times when 
talking about books is not appropriate. 
lessons are learned from all this. then 
it is best to observe with the purpose 
of writing afterwards. i believe that it 
is also in this way that one becomes 
a writer. in the desperation of having 
nothing to read. 
Media groups underestimate left-
wing literature by accusing it of being 

marked by a certain intentionality... 
i would say that contempt rather than un-
derestimation is not so much because it 
is a committed literature but rather be-
cause it is committed to a cause that is 
openly against the class interests of the 
people in power. the big media of com-
munication, in general large monopo-
listic corporations, are today the main 
bodies delivering the dominant ideology 
and culture. when the media judges that 
this is good and that is bad, when they 
back or condemn a work, they are moti-
vated by the closed defense of a system 
that incredibly favours their masters. 
Being revolutionary is not something 
that deserves applause. it’s something 
to ridicule and detest. they want people 
to think that way, for this they exist. they 
are part of the reality we have to face. 
But one day this will change. 

Some say that literature and culture 
may not change the world but they 
can help to make awareness growing. 
How do you think they can contribute 
to building peace and a new Colombian 
society.
actually, i think that if literature helps to 
make the world better and to create con-
science then there is no doubt that it is 
also transforming it. a literary work can 
help many people to open their eyes, to 
motivate them to think. and someone 
thinking can end up intervening in the 
reality and transforming it. or at least 
can induce others to do it. i think the 
same applies to other cultural expres-
sions. there is nothing that radically 
changes the world, it has never been 
seen. we want to see radical changes 
in a short time, in a few years, a few de-
cades if we are very patient. But in the 
long run, everything is a process, a long 
road full of obstacles. did the Bible or 
the communist manifesto change the 

world? even the discovery or invasion 
of america had to wait centuries before 
we could actually see its consequences. 
the october revolution in russia be-
lieved that it would radically transform 
the world, and one hundred years later 
we see that it has not changed as much 
as it hoped to change. everything is like 
a drop of water on an immense rock, 
one day it will end up breaking it apart, 
but we do not know how many millions 
of years it will be needed for this to hap-
pen. and then there are the points of 
view. small changes lead to major ones. 
it’s important to leave a footprint in the 
world even though in five years nobody 
will be able to tell exactly who owned the 
foot that walked on this earth before it 
became rock in the centuries. this is the 
long experience of humanity. a novel or 
story will not achieve peace in colombia 
but will be a brick in its construction. 

Can you tell us what are you currently 
working on? And given that we are, in 
Colombia, in the phase of the construc-
tion of peace, which themes and char-
acters would you like to explore in the 
future? 
i have a project for a novel that is in its 
final stage. i am slowly maturing the last 
chapter. the victory of the no camp in 
the plebiscite [on 2 october 2016, when 
the majority of colombians say no to 
the Peace agreement. ndr] forced me 
to wait a little longer. in addition to that 
i write for the farc-eP, for the cause of 
peace, articles, chronicles and many 
other texts in which my name does not 
even appear! as for what i would like to 
explore, let’s say that, in times of peace, 
i think there are a lot of things to tell 
about our struggle. Peace will be an in-
credible opportunity.
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Let’s begin with a short presentation 
of yourself (when and where were you 
born, studies etc.)
i was born on 23 June 1969 in hazro, 
Diyarbakır. My father Selhaddin is a re-
tired worker of the highways director-
ate. my mother fatma was a housewife, 
she died of cancer in 1997. there are 8 
children in the family, 6 boys and 2 girls. 
I finished high school in Diyarbakır. 
since i was 10, i have worked selling 
water, sweets, bagels in the streets, 
shining shoes and as an apprentice in 
the coffee shops and barber shops. in 
short, i learned about life working in the 
streets. since i was little, i made many 
pencil drawings. then i was moved by 
the Kurdish tales i heard and started to 

write stories after 1981. a story i wrote 
in 1981 won the first prize in a children’s 
competition. i received 75 liras. i was 
over the moon.

Did you ever think you could actually 
be only a writer?
yes. actually, i just want to write, to iso-
late myself and just put whatever comes  
up to me to paper. with incredible pas-
sion. But being a dissident Kurd, being 
on the side of democracy and human 
rights put everything else on hold.

What are your influences, not just lit-
erary, but musical, cinematographic, 
cultural...
Kurdish legends, tales, the pains of the 

“

muharrem Erbey is a lawyer, writer and human rights activist. he lives in the 

ancient city of Amed (Diyarbakır) that with its million and a half citizens is con-

sidered the capital of  North kurdistan (the part of kurdistan lying in turkey). 

Erbey is a well known intellectual in this vibrant and lively city.  he worked in 

the human rights association (ihd) administration with current hdp (people’s 

Democratic Party) Selahattin Demirtaşs (currently in prison) and former may-

or of Diyarbakır Osman Baydemir. He worked actively in the children’s rights 

commission. In May 2002, Selahattin Demirtaşs became IHD Branch Chair and 

Erbey became IHD Diyarbakır Branch Secretary.  Erbey’s work in the IHD is re-

lated to the discovery and excavation of many mass graves were pkk guer-

rillas had been buried in the ‘90s.  Erbey was arrested in december 2009 on 

charges of membership of a terrorist organization in the kck main case, the 

so called “political genocide case” launched against kurd instituions. he was 

released from prison after 4 and half years.  /// Text: J.M.A. - O. C.

MUHArrEM ErBEY /// KUrDISTAN

“ i am a Kurdish writer. i get my 
inspiration from the culture and 

lands of Kurdistan
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sorrow lands i live in. the tragedies, the 
spirit of resistance and insurgency, the 
constant fight with the state, the need 
to be in separate ends, never being ac-
cepted by the state, this feeling of be-
ing the bastard child, the expectation 
and the pressure trying to force us into 
a turkishness which does not belong to 
us, the songs of dengbejs filled with her-
oism and pain. But the main influence-
was my grandmother hezime who told 
me the tales, and the Kurdish tales are 
indeed my muse.

Can you tell us about your first book? 
How did you think of it? why did you 
chose this theme?
my first book, the lost Pedigree, was pub-
lished in 2004  by Bajar publishing. the 
second edition was published by agora 
publishing in 2006. i was joyous. it was 
incredible. having books published was 
a privilege, it was like a confirmation 
that i was indeed a writer. then i started 
dreaming of other books. the lost Pedi-
gree is about our own stories. i wrote 
about what the Kurds sought, instead 
of what the Kurds lived through. life is 

a search, and in my first book i wrote 
the stories of people who searched for 
things they had lost.

You write in Kurdish, a forbidden lan-
guage...what does it mean to you writ-
ing in Kurdish?
i actually couldn’t write in Kurdish, 
because it was a banned language. i 
couldn’t study it. i could only speak it at 
home, in secret. as turkish is compulso-
ry in public offices, in education, trade, 
etc. we have to speak and write in turk-
ish. i had to write in turkish instead of 
my own language. i always saw this as 
an imposition. But unfortunately later in 
the years i couldn’t revert to Kurdish.

How do you think older generations 
can pass through to younger ones the 
importance of learning and keeping 
the language alive?
unless the children listen to the lan-
guage in fairy tales and stories, see their 
language tought in schools, used in the 
cultural and social fields, they will not be 
able to learn that language. their mind 
rejects it. 

many peopble were arrested, 
attacked and murdered for speaking 
kurdish, or listening to music in 
kurdish, or writing in kurdish

“
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Did you suffer censorship for your 
work?
yes, i did. the Kurdish-turkish anthol-
ogy i prepared in 2004 was published by 
Diyarbakır Metropolitan Municipality, 
and the then mayor was put on trial for 
that. when i was arrested, the indictment 
was mostly about press statements and 
speeches i had made in Kurdish.

How is organised the “literary” reality 
in Kurdish? are there Kurdish publish-
ers, cultural magazines, classes of cre-
ative writings, cultural programmes...
the language of the Kurds was banned 
for a long time. you could only speak 
it. we lived through years when people 
faced prison for speaking that language, 
they were excluded from the public 
space, ignored and humiliated. we still 
are. so many people were arrested, at-
tacked and murdered for speaking Kurd-
ish, or listening to music in Kurdish, or 
for writing in Kurdish. By the end of the 
1990’s, Kurdish publishers were found-
ed in turkey: avesta, aram, lis, war. 
their number increased. But some of 
them had to close because there were 

not many readers. magazines were 
launched and were closed because of 
lawsuits, investigations, pressure and 
lack of interest. now there are very few 
of them. they are facing extinction as a 
result of the recent new wave of pres-
sure on Kurdish cultural institutions, 
Kurdish theater companies, Kurdish art 
institutions, Kurdish publications.

The Democratic Autonomy gives to 
language and culture a special place. 
Culture, and different cultures, is what 
makes a country reach. Yet Turkey is 
constantly repressing and denying 
cultural differences. What is the estab-
lishment so afraid of?
turkey fears change, a democratic ad-
ministration, keeping up with the times 
and development. and as the fear con-
tinues, the problems increase. the 
insistence for a centralized adminis-
tration even though the local admin-
istration model is more democratic, 
humane, contemporary and profitable 
doesn’t solve the problems. it actually 
create new ones. the Kurds, one of the 
oldest autoctonous peoples of mesopo-
tamia, want a system that has been gen-

Everybody should be 
able to be different and 
equal, and free

“
erally accepted throughout the world, 
autonomy, and one that was actually 
implemented in seljuk and ottoman 
times. duing atatürk’srule, the demo-
cratic system included in the first con-
stitution played an important role in the 
solution of problems. turkey fears frag-
mentation, and yet its policies favour 
precisely that. Polarizing, discrimina-
tory narratives divide the society in two. 
everybody should be able to be different 
and equal, and free. different identities 
and cultures should be recognized by 
the government. or the tensions will ac-
tually grow.

going back to your writing, how do you 
write? At home, outside, with music...
i write at home. But i will have taken 
notes before sit and write. i accumulate 
things. sometimes i have a thought in 
my head, and i say “i will write it down 
later”. then i’m sad for hours because 
of course i forget what it was. the words 
and sentences i forget and lose feel like 
living beings i have killed. i do listen to 
music while i write. classical and ethnic 
music. it’s impossible for me to write be-
fore i have emptied my head. when i get 
home i lay down for a couple of hours. 
when i wake up, everybody else is al-
ready asleep. 
life is kind in slow-motion, nobody is 
around. in this quiet dimension of life, 
words emerge. if i hadn’t buried myself 
in writing, i would never actually adapt-

ed to life. i take refuge in the night. i 
can write in darkness, in total abandon-
ment, in the nightmares of those asleep, 
in this nocturnal world, in the pitch black 
world of others. sometimes i need to get 
a motivation before starting to write. 
then i visit shahrazad from a thousand 
and one nights and listen to a few of her 
stories, or i read a couple of sentences 
from one hundred years of solitude by 
gabriel garcia marques or the god of 
small things by arundhati roy.

And in terms of a story? Does a charac-
ter come first? Or is it the plot to come 
first?
the plot always intrigued me. i don’t 
believe in heroes. my characters are in-
significant. the story, the plot is what’s 
alive, filled with blood. i am taken 
through the tales. the Kurdish tales, the 
best examples of oral literature. from 
them i get inspiration, they are always 
present in my life. 
sometimes i meet some people and i 
place them in my novels, in my stories 
as i see them. i take them by the hand 
and literally push them into my story. 
sometimes they don’t want to come. 
then i play tricks on them, i set up traps 
and lock them in my story, throw the 
key into the ocean and leave ifrits from 
a thousand and one nights to the door. 
a story has some kind of lesson in the 
end. lived experience is more valuable. 
abstract moral criteria don’t appeal to 
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kurdish literature 
survived thanks to oral 
literature

“

Any interesting writers and books you 
would suggest?
there are important names in Kurdish 
literature. But so few novels, short sto-
ries and poems have been translated 
into other languages. ahmede xani was 
a great writer and thinker. Piremerd 
was the anton chekhov of Kurds. erep 

shemo was a great novelist who wrote 
the first novel in the soviets. cigerxwin 
was a great poet who lived in the south. 
mehmed uzun was an important cor-
ner stone in the modern Kurdish novel. 
there are so many successful young 
writers and poets, like selim temo and 
Şener Özmen.

people. But a conceited king, a spoiled 
princess, a merchant with a lust for prof-
it have always been intriguing.

Do you feel part of a generation of Kurd-
ish writers? Do Kurdish writers meet? 
Do they have a space to meet? An orga-
nization, a cultural, institution...
i see myself as a Kurdish writer. i am fed 
by the culture and the lands of Kurdistan. 
the setting of my books are the Kurdish 
lands and the heroes are the Kurds. But 
as i said earlier i’m not reallyy proficient 
in written Kurdish. i didn’t grow up in the 
village, i was unable to take advantage 
of the opportunities offered by the rich 
Kurdish language because i grew up in 
the city. i write because i love literature, 
because writing is more important to 
me than anything else. 
i know all the Kurdish writers and pub-
lishers. i am in permanent contact with 
the Kurdish writers association and the 
Kurdish Pen. Kurdish institutions face a 
diverse range of issues. financial hard-
ships, lack of readership, visible and 
invisible pressures, distribution issues, 

lack of advertising and promotion, 
etc... there is, i’m sorry to say,  a lack of 
interest in Kurdish literature.

How would you define the Kurdish lit-
erary scene? Not just in north Kurdis-
tan but in all four parts of Kurdistan? 
Kurdish literature survived thanks to 
oral literature. there have been a hand-
ful of new works produced in the last 
century. most of the books were pub-
lished in the soviet union and europe 
because of the oppression Kurds were 
subjected to. 
after the 1990’s, Kurdish publications 
and books begun to be published in 
Bashur (or south Kurdistan, in northern 
iraq) and in Bakur (or north Kurdistan, 
in the south east of turkey) as a result 
of the struggle waged by the Kurds. 
newspapers and magazines were pub-
lished there and enjoyed some suc-
cess. literature did blossom in syria, 
even though there was a huge oppres-
sion there. iran as well,  is a very op-
pressive regime, and Kurdish literature 
couldn’t really flourish there.
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Music, painting, dancing are all 
forms of art and self-expression. 
Why writing?
i don’t think i had a say in the matter 
of me writing or not.  writing is the 
way in which i can express myself 
fully. my relationship with the words is 
more than any other form of expres-
sion. i think it’s also a matter of how 
i was brought up. as a child, i studied 
the quran and memorized it. there 
were certain public opinions that were 
against the other forms of expression. 
so writing was the only one that hadn’t 
been declared taboo.

also, i like the sounds, the letters 
themselves. i like the strange energy 
that comes from fusing one letter with 
the next, one word with the next.

What do you consider your greatest 
achievement as a writer?
i think the life of a writer is one of 
continuous attempts. there is always 
something that we learn, something 
we achieve and something we fail at. 
But to be honest i don’t treat the act 
of writing with the logic of success and 
failure. i don’t want to see it from this 
perspective. for me, it’s about experi-
mentation and making attempts, to 

BOTHAYNA AL-ESSA /// KUWAIT

Writing for me is experimenting, 
trying to answer questions. 
and to make them 

““
bothayNa al-Essa is a bEst-sElliNg kuwaiti author, borN oN 3 sEptEm-

bEr, 1982. shE has publishEd sEvEN NovEls aNd oNE collEctioN of short 

storiEs. shE has bEEN awardEd maNy NatioNal aNd iNtErNatioNal priz-

Es for hEr work, iNcludiNg bEiNg loNglistEd for thE 2013 shEikh zayEd 

book award. shE is thE fouNdEr of thE litErary platform takwEEN, thE 

first of its kiNd iN kuwait, which hElps aspiriNg writErs

  ///  Text: Sawad Hussain 
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the third thing is that we need soli-
tude to create. the way the world 
works -- it’s designed such that we’re 
transformed into consumers, and it 
consumes the individual by making 
them into a consumer. By entering 
into this cycle, we lose ourselves and 
the true voice we hear in our heads 
when we experience setbacks in this 
world. it’s upon the writer -- all of us 
actually, not just writers -- but writers 
in particular to go up against this way 
of life.

the final thing is that we need a lot of 
dialogue. to hear other perspectives 
and opinions. i learn from reading, but 
certainly i learn a lot more when i dis-
cuss with someone what i’ve read.

Which of your novels do you hold 
dearest?
maps of wandering. i think because i 
matured whilst writing it, as a writer, 
technically, and as a person. i jumped 
outside of the usual concerns of a gulf 
woman. the subject matter itself -- 
there was a lot of challenge and enjoy-
ment in it.

Two of your novels are currently be-
ing looked at by different publishing 
houses to be translated into English. 
What is your opinion on the act of 
translation?
i look at translation as a way of reach-
ing readers that i didn’t originally in-
tend to communicate with. maybe 
they don’t belong to this region, don’t 
share the same issues, don’t share 
the same religion, but it’ll be interest-
ing for me to see how these new read-
ers receive my stories.

What are you writing now?
i’m working on a novel. But i’m yet to 
finish it.

Is the style of the novel similar to 
your previous ones? 
the style is closer to maps of wander-
ing than my other novels. it should 
be published later this year from the 
same publishing house. it delves into 
the current political climate in Kuwait 
and how this is reflected in our house-
holds and everyday lives.

What are you reading at the moment?
i’m reading mansoura ez eldin’s emer-

answer questions and to pose them. 
that’s it. if we follow this logic, then 
every book hits the target that it’s 
meant to.

What was your aim in writing I grew 
Up and Forgot How to Forget?
the goal of this book was to lay bare 
the reality of oppression, especially 
the oppression of women. i think in my 
previous works i would go in circles 
around this topic, but i was scared to 
broach it with this level of clarity and 
transparency. maybe simply because 
we as women don’t like to portray our-
selves as the perpetual victim or the 
oppressed female. in this novel i de-
cided to go directly to the heart of the 
matter that was nagging at me.

What was your family’s reaction to 
the book?
my family isn’t really into literature. 
they’re more interested in business. 
since the beginning, it’s not just with 
this book, but rarely there’s a book 

that my family reads the whole way 
through. my mom and my sister are 
the only ones who read my work from 
my household. their feedback was re-
ally positive.

You’ve established Takween, a per-
formance space, bookshop, and a 
school for budding writers. What ad-
vice do you give them?
i always advise them to do four things. 
the first thing is to read. it’s impos-
sible to be an authentic writer without 
being a serious reader. even for us to 
write one word, we have to have read 
hundreds before that.

the second thing is to interact with 
writing like a muscle that needs to be 
exercised and strengthened. one has 
to engage in writing exercises on a 
continuous basis. even if they’re just 
simple exercises, they’ll keep us ‘fit’ 
as writers. and they’ll help us develop 
our tools as writers.

the way the world works, 
it’s designed such that we’re 
transformed into consumers, 
and it consumes the individual 
by making them into a consumer

“
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ald mountain. we had a shared panel 
where we got to know each other, and 
we thought it’d be a good idea to read 
each other’s books.

Do you have a routine when you 
write?
i have a routine when i write, but it dif-
fers from novel to novel. so for maps 
of wandering, i used to write in the 
mornings until nighttime. with the 
novel i’m working on right now, i find 
myself in the bookstore of takween 
every morning. so because i have 
work in the morning, and my children 
to take care of when they come back 
from school, with homework and so 
on, most of the time i start writing 
from 8pm until midnight.

How do you find the time to write? 
you’re a mother, you have takween... 
it’s a matter of being organized. it’s 
not an issue of not having enough 
time. Just being organized. i’ve written 
in worse conditions where there were 
more demands on my time. what re-
ally scares me is that one day i won’t 
be able to write. Because of this fear, 
i always find time, even if it’s just one 

hour, to write. if i don’t write, it has an 
impact on my life, my temperament.

Do you feel relaxed when you write?
it’s tiring and relaxing at the same 
time!

When you’re done with your first 
draft, do you show it to anyone? If so, 
who?
yes, definitely, at least five people. 
for maps of wandering, i shared the 
drafts with a number of people. for 
example, i gave it to mohammed has-
san alwan because in the novel there 
are some sections from his hometown 
in saudi arabia. some of the reviewers 
were my friends and others were writ-
ers whose opinion i value, whom i ap-
proached to take a look at my work.

Do you end up making edits based on 
their recommendations?
yes of course. if it will make the book 
better, i am more than open to making 
edits.

note: this interview took place in ara-
bic and was translated by sawad hus-
sain.

what really scares me is that one 
day i won’t be able to write. because 
of this fear, i always find time, even 
if it’s just one hour.

“
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bothayna al-Essa
is a best-selling Kuwaiti author, born on 3 september, 1982. she has published seven novels 
and one collection of short stories. she has been awarded many national and international 
prizes for her work, including being longlisted for the 2013 sheikh zayed Book award. she 
is the founder of the literary platform takween, the first of its kind in Kuwait, which helps 
aspiring writers. 

dilawer zeraq 
was born in Diyarbakır in 1965. Since 1995 he has been working on Kurdish language, cul-
ture and literature. he has published 3 short story books, 3 novels, 3 dictionaries, sociologi-
cal and theoretic literature analysis and translation works.

Enrico palandri 
was born in venice in 1956. his father was a career officer and enrico grew up in several 
cities until the university years when he moved to london where he lived 23 years before 
returning to venice. 

fernando butazzoni 
was born in montevideo in 1953. he was a militant of the tupamaros guerrilla organization 
and already in exile he participated as an international volunteer to the sandinista front 
who succeeded in defeating somoza’s dictatorship in nicaragua in 1979. his literary career 
begins in this same year with the Prize awarded by casa de las americas of cuba. in 2014 he 
won uruguay’s national literature award, Bortolomé hidalgo, for his monumental historical 
novel, las cenizas del condor, (condor’s ashes). 

gabriel angel 
has been for thirty years a farc-eP guerilla. his literary work offers guerrillas and peasants 
as well as military and paramilitary protagonists, and reflects stories taking place in the 
most rural colombia, where the civil war has reached a special intensity. 

gianfranco bettin
was born in Porto marghera, in the municipality of venice, in 1955. writer and politician, 
gianfranco Bettin has for many years been vice-mayor of the city of venice. he has been 
a promoter of numerous cultural activities that took place in the litalian city such as the 
fondamenta literature festival.

joseph o’connor 

biographies
was born in dublin on september 20, 1963. he is married to playwright, screenwriter and 
novelist, anne-marie casey, and has two sons. in 2014 he was appointed frank mccourt 
Professor of creative writing at the university of limerick. he is also founder and director 
of the university of limerick mccourt creative writing summer school at nyu.

muharrem Erbey 
was born in June 23, 1969 in Hazro, Diyarbakır. He  is a lawyer, writer and human rights 
activist. He lives in the ancient city of Diyarbakır that with its million and a half citizens is 
considered the capital of  north Kurdistan (the part of Kurdistan lying in turkey). 

sonia Nimr
Palestinian historian, academic, and award-winning author dr. sonia nimr has written 
more than a dozen children’s and ya books for children, including the 2014 etisalat Prize for 
arabic children’s literature-winning wondrous Journeys in strange lands (rihlat ajeeba fi 
al-Bilad al-ghareeba). her ghaddar the ghoul and other Palestinian stories is in english. 

sawad hussain
is an arabic translator and litterateur. she holds a ma in modern arabic literature from 
soas (school of oriental and african studies, london). she regularly critiques arabic litera-
ture in translation. she is passionate about all things related to arab culture, history and lit-
erature. her most recent translation is a Jordanian sci-fi novel to be published in late 2017.

marcia lynx qualey
she is the founding editor of arablit (www.arablit.org), an eight-year-old online magazine 
and multi-use resource, winner of the 2017 “literary translation initiative” award at the 
london Book fair. she writes, edits, and translates for a variety of newspapers and
magazines, and also works as a consultant for arabic literature projects, including Kitab 
sawti and the library of arabic literature. she is also a contributor to the forthcoming mla 
volume, teaching modern arabic literature in translation.

petra probst
artist and books illustrator/author. she lives and work between germany and italy. her ar-
tistic research brings her around italy and abroad. in genoa, in 2014, she has worked at the 
project “oltre il buio-il teorema di Bavcar” at villa Piaggio/contemporary art. in 2016 she 
has participated to the exhibition “touch of water” at rapallo castle. in 2017 at the muma of 
genoa  she was a curator together with flavio tiberti of the project dedicated to the medi-
terranean sea, “rovi di mare visioni di un orizzonte in bilico”. she specialises in dance/
movement therapy and in art techniques therapy. she has published books for children 
in many countries and at the moment she is working with the goethe institut of turin on a 
theater and art project involving young refugees. www.petraprobst.com
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